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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

19 July 1973

Dr. Hannah,

This nemo was prepared and discussed with the Regions
on the basis of the suggestion in my June 6 memo to
you, viz., that AID propose to stay at the $7.0
million total support level for the Centers through
1975, until or unless the IBRD support level reaches
or exceeds ours. In the light of our discussions
and yours with Mr. McNamara, I have now nodified thepropcsed U.S. position to delete any reference to
1975. We will have to be definitive abcut 1974 and
state probable intent for 1975 in the late October
CG meeting. Meanwhile, I hope that further dialogue
with :r. McNamara will result in an inforally agreed
formula that will guide U.S. and IBRD pledging for
the next several years.

Another reason that we need an early decision on our
propcsed 1975 action is that our estimates to OMB
of the FY 1975 budget request need to reflect these
same :igures for the individual Centers.

Joel Bernstein, AA/TA

Attachnent



ACTION MEMOCANDUM FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR

THROUGH: EXSEC

FROM : AA/TA, Joel Bernstein

SUBJECT: International Centers Week, Washington, D. C.
July 25 - August 3, 1973

Problem: I: confirm position to be taken by U.S. Representative at

a meeting c- the Consultative Group on Interna:ional Agricultural
Research (C:) during the subject sessions, on further AID financing

for interna:ional agricultural research institutes.

Discussion: International Centers Week is an annual event during

which Direc:ors of the Centers present to CG highlights of program

activities, and budget estimates for continuir.; Centers' requirements.

This week is also used by the CG and the Techrical Advisory Committee
of CG (TAC) for separate as well as joint meetings. n associated

Socio-Econo ic Seminar forms part of the Centers Week activities.

(Informaticn is attached as Tab A). This seminar, involving economists

of the Centers, will focus on the socio-econoizc copconent of Centers'

research. will also address the subjiect of naticnal capabilities

in agricul:ural sector analysis and planning. Attachnent A is a

Schedule of Events for the Centers Week.

Currently :ke CG membership is made up of 29 representatives from

governments and organizations concerned with s:oport :r international

agricultural research. Seventeen of these meniers have indicated an

intention :: provide financial support for 197- requirenents.

The U.S. Delegation at this meeting, as previcusly, will be headed

by AID's Assistant Administrator for Technical Assistance, and will

include the Director of the Office of Agricul:ure, and representatives

from the USDA, Treasury, and the Regional Bureaus, as observers.

The financial support provided would be applied to:

1. Six ongoing Centers -

a. 12RI - The International Rice Research Institute

(Philippines) (TAB)

b. CTMMYT The International Center for Corn and Wheat

Improvement
(Mexico) (TAB)
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c. CIAT - The International Center for Tropical Agriculture
(Colombia) (LA)

d. IITA - The International Institute for Tropical Agriculture
(Nigeria) (AFRICA)

e. CIP - The International Potato Center

(Peru) (TAB)

f. ICRISAT - The International Crops Research Institute for
the Semi-Arid Tropics
(India) (TAB)

2i A two-component research effort for livestock in Africa expecced
to become operational in 1974.

a. ILRAD - The International Laboratory for Research on
Animal Diseases
(Kenya) (AFRICA)

b. ILCA - The International Livestock Center for Africa
(Ethiopia) (AFRICA)

3. One or more activities expected to enter an initial stage of
development in 1974. Included might be an international program for
collection, evaluation and maintenance of gernplasm of important -rops.
Current indications are that this will be centered in FAO/Rome wi:n
additional support -- other than that expected from FA0 -- to be

provided by other CG donors. In earlier CG discussions it was generally
agreed that centers with international responsibility for specifi: crops
should also assume responsibility for collection and maintenance
germplasm of these crops. We take the position that FAQ's role in

this matter should be essentially one of coordination, with support

for individual germplasm centers being handled largely on a bilataral

funding basis.

Also, in accordance with the intent of TAC, a proposal will be ccnsidered

by TAC for support of an International Soybean Resource Base (INSOY)

at the University of Illinois. AID currently is providing suppor:
for core operations with the anticipation that the Ford and Rockefeller

Foundations might collaborate. Other donors will be encouraged to

support INTSOY, particularly for its projected relay, outreach a.-

training activities.
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There is a growing pressure for establishment of an international
center to meet the needs of the Middle East, or for some alternative
arrangements that will substantially strengthen researc- support in
that region. A proposal will be considered during the AC meeting.

The latest estimated support for the Centers' 1973 budge: is shown
in Table A attached, along with fairly firm estimates f:r 1974 and
provisional estimates of the next three years. Table B shows
actual AID contributions for 1973, estimated contributicns for
1974 and 1975, and figures on what 1974 and 1975 contri':ntions would
be if we were to provide 25% coverage of the latest esticate of the
regular core and capital budget requirements for those 7ears. It
now appears likely that 1974 CG funding requirements for Centers
will exceed $28 million. Thus, keeping in mind our current ceiling
of $7.0 million for Center funding for any one year, our actual 1974
contribution is apt co be less than 25% of the total resirement.
This same consideration would apply to 1975 and succeeding years,
until our ceiling were raised. As you will recall in I- Infornation
Memorandum to you of June 6, 1973, it was suggested tha: we should
pause at the present ceiling of $7.0 until the IBRD level reaches
ours before considerin- further expansion.

Attachment B provides for your information a list of issoes exnected
to arise at the CG meetings and positions that we propce to take.

Attachment C contains corresponding information regardzi- the TAC
meeting.

None of these positions require new U.S. or AID policy fecisions at
this time.

Recommendation: Tha: the U.S. position be stated as follows: "At the
June, 1971 organizing meeting of the CG, the U.S. representative said:

'A.I.D. is prepared in principle to provide up to 15%
of the additional capital and future operating ccs:s
of the existing institutes and the two new institzres
proposed (up to a maximum total contribution of '~.0
million in any one year), provided that the remaining 75%
is forthcoming from other sources. Specific pled:es would,
of course, be for individual institutes subject to our
review and approval of fully developed proposals for each
and to the provision by the Congress of adequate funds.
The U.S. is convinced that the success of existing institutes
has depended in large part on the effectiveness cf the manage-
ment supplied by the Foundations and our pledge is based on
the assumption that additional institutes will be assured of
management of comparable efficiency.'"
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It was generally understood that the U.S. intent was to finance l'4
of Center costs, if needed, subject to the stated caveats.

That remains the U.S. position on its financial support for core
and capital costs of CG sponsored institutes. It appears that the
total requirements will exceed $28 million in 1974. We intend to
stay at the $7 nillion level in 1974. Beyond that we will consider
possible further expansion in the light of the expansion occurring
in support from other sources, including international organizations,
and the prospects for availabilities from U.S. development assistance
appropriations.

Attachments

Attachment A - Schedule of Events
Attachmen: B - Agenda and Issues Expected at CG Meetings
Attachment C - Agenda and Issues Expected at IAC Meetings
Tab A - Sczio-Economic Seminar Information

Approved:

Disapproved:

Date:

TA/AGR/GB3aird/sad/7-17-73



TABLE A

INTElW1TIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCHI CENTERS
1973-1977 Estimated Financial Requirements/

(in millions)

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Capi- Capi- Capi- Capi- Capi-
Core tal Total Core tal Total Core tal Total Core tal Total Core tal Total

IRRI 2.7 .2 2.9 3.4 1.0 4.4 3.9 .7 4.6 4.2 .4 4.6 4.5 .4 4.9

CIM=l' 4.9 1.2 6.1 5.1 .4 5.5 5.4 .4 5.8 5.4 .2 5.6 5.8 --- 5.8

IITA 4.9 .6 5.5 5.9 .5 6.4 6.8 .4 7.2 7.0 .1 7.1 7.0 .4 7.4

CIAT 3.6 .7 4.3 4.4 1.5 5.9 5.2 1.4 6.6 6.5 1.4 7.9 7.1 -- 7.1

ICRISAT 1.2 1.8 3.0 2.6 3.0 5.6 3.6 6.0 9.6 4.2 2.0 6.2 4.2 0.5 4.7

CIP 1.1 .3 1.4 2.0 .3 2.3 2.0 .2 2.2 2.1 .2 2.3 2.2 .1 2.3

18.5 4.8 23,3 23.4 6.7 30.1 26.9 9. T6. 0 29.4 4.3 33.7 30.8 1.4 32.2
2/

ILRA 1.0
ILCA 3/ .5
Genetic Resources .5 .1 .6

2.1

32.2

1/ Based on inforration obtained from centers and IB3RD as of 7/16/73. mvbre complete information is anticipated prior

to Centers Week. Blank spaces inlicate lack of figures at this time.

2/ ILRAD - The International Laboratory on A'niaral Diseases (Kenya), and ILCA - International Livestock Center for

Africa (Ethiopia) are expected to be initiated in the latter part of 1973.

3/ Thais anticipates CG approval during CenLers Week, or at thc Novmber ncetinj of a proposal for an international

network of plant germplasm centers.

TA/AGR: 7/17/73



TABLE B

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CENTERS
1973-1975 Financing by AID
(estimates in $ millions)

1/ 3/ 3/ 3/ 3/
1973 1974 1974 1975 1975

(actual)

2J
IRRI (TAB) .725 1.100 (1.100) i.100 (1.100)

CIMMYT (TAB) 1.500 1.375 (1.375) 1.375 (1.450)

IITA (AFR) 1.200 1.500 (1.600) 1.200 (1.800)

CIAT (LA) .875 1.150 (1.480) 1.150 (1.650)

ICRISAT (TAB) .745 1.000 (1.400) 1.000 (2.400)

CIP (TAB) .340 .575 ( .575) .575 ( .550)

5.385 6.700 (7.530) f.400 (9.000)

ILRAD (AFR) --- ( .250) ( ? )

ILCA (AFR) --- .300 ( .125) .600 ( ? )

Genetic Resources ( .150) ( ? )

5.385 7.000 (7.925) .000 ( ? )

l/ In general these amounts were provided by FY 73 AID Funds.

2/ Our share for 1973 IRRI funding turned out to be only $.725 -illion; $25,000

of the $750,000 we actuall: provided will be credited to cur :Dntribution

to the 1974 budget.

3/ This distribution is on the assumption that the current ceiling of $7.0 million

per year AID contribution will apply. Figures in parentheses indicate the

amount we would contribute with 25% of the Core and Capital Eudgets as a

basis. The figures in the fourth column show a notional breakdown which

may be revised, if advised by IBRD, in order to balance actual needs of

the various Centers.

TA/AGR:7/17/73



CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

ATTACHMENT A
1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.

Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592
Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

July 9, 1973

TO: Participants in International Centers Week

FROM: Executive Secretary

SUBJECT: Revised Schedule of Events

1. Attached for the information of participants in International
Centers Week is a schedule of events for that Week, and also for the
week preceding, during which the Technical Advisory Crfmittee (TAC) of
the Consultative Group will begin its summer meeting and a seminar will
be held on the subject of socio-economic research related to the work
of the Centers. This schedule covers the period from July 25 to
August 3, and replaces the schedule circulated on June 21.

2. Regarding attendance at the various meetings, please note:

a) Some TAC meetings are open to obser-ers from the
Consultative Group. The rules of TAG require, however,
that no =meber of the Group have more than ce observer
present a: any one time.

b) Attendance at the socio-economic se'nar on
July 27 and 28 is limited to those who have already re-
ceived le::ers concerning their participatic.

c) yith respect to the meeting of the Cnsultative
Group, space limitations make it desirable fir members to
limit their delegations to not more than three persons;
internatirnal agricultural research centers are requested
to limit cbservers to two each at any one tine.

3. Participants in International Centers Week and members of TAC
and its secretaria:, together with their wives, are invited to a reception
being given by the Chairman of the Consultative Group on Tuesday, July 31,
from 6 to 8 p.m. in the courtyard of the World Bank bnildings. The court-
yard is on the second floor, and is most easily reached through the Bank
entrance at 1809 G Street, N. W. In the event of rain, the reception will
be held in the Bankz's Executive Dining Room, also on the second floor of
the Bank building at 1809 G Street. In addition, luncheon will be pro-
vided in the Bank dining rooms on Monday, July 30, for all participants.
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4. Please bring with you the various papers regarding the meetings
which you will have received over the last few weeks. In addition, I

look forward to receiving the names of your delegation in response to the

letter of invitation from the Chairman, dated June 26, 1973.

Attachn-ent
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TAC MEETINGS, SOCIO-ECONOMIC SEMINAR AND

-INTERNATIONAL CENTERS WEEK

JULY - AUGUST, 1973

REVISED SCEDULE OF EVENTS

Room

July 25 - Wednesday (9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.) C 1006

TAC -- all day (Closed)

July 26 - Thursday (9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.) C 1006

TAC - Morning Session (Open)

a. Research Needs for Protein Production in Latin America.

Discussion of Report of TAC Sub-Committee Mission.
b. Research Needs of the Near East and North Africa.

Discussion of Report of TAC Mission.

TAC - Afternoon Session (Closed)

July 27 - Friday

TAC - Morning Session (9:00 a.:. - 1:00 p.m.) C 1006

(Closed until about 10:15 a.m.)
a. Research on Tropical Fruits. (Open)
b. International Sova-rean Research. (Open)

Socio-Economic Seminar (see Agenda distributed April 13, 1973) IBRD BOARD

9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Topic I - Social Science Research ROOM

Programs of the Existing Centers
2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.-. - Topic II - Expanding Usage of IBRD BOARD

Centers' Research Findings ROOM & C1006

July 28 - Saturday

Socio-Economic Seminar (see Agenda)
8:45 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Topic III - Socio-Economic Research IBRD BOARD

Needed Outside the Centers ROOM

TAC - Afternoon Session (Open) 2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. C 1006

a. Research on Agricultural Mechanization in W. Africa.
b. Research Programme ca Trypanosomiasis.
c. Research on Pest Control (FAO Proposals).
d. Aquaculture - Progress Report.

Center Personnel (with other participants as invited by Center Directors) D 1156
(2:30p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
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July 30 - Monday

Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. R. H. Demuth IBRD

Chairman, Consultative AUDITORIUM

Group

9:30 9:45 a.m. Opening Statement by :he Chairman

9:45 - 10:45 CIMMYT Presentation

11:00 - 12:00 Discussion on CIMMYT

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. IRRI Presentation

Afternoon Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. J. F. Yriart IBRD
Assistant Director- AUDITORIUM

General, :evelopment

Departmen:, FAO

2:30 - 3:30 p.m. Discussion on IRRI

3:45 - 4:45 IITA Presentation

4:45 - 5:45 Discussion on IITA

July 31 - Tuesday

Morning Plenary Session Chairman: Mr. I.G. 7atel IBRD
Deputy Adrinistrator, AUDITORIUM

United Na:ions Development
Programme (TUNDP)

9:30 - 10:30 a.m. CIAT Presentation

10:30 - 11:30 Discussion on CIAT

11:45 - 1:00 p.m. CIP Presentation

Afternoon Plenary Session Chairman: Sir John Crawford IBRD

Chairman of the Technical AUDITORIUM

Advisory Committee of the
Consultative Grci
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July 31 - Tuesday (Cont.)

2:30 -33:30 p.m. Discussion on CIP

3:45 - 4:45 ICRISAT Presentation

4:45 - 5:30 Discussion on ICRISAT

6:00 - 8:00 Reception by Consultative IBRD

Group Chairman PATIO

August 1 - Wednesday

Morning (9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.)

TAC - Meeting with Center Directors (Closed to Others) C 1006

Consultative Group - African Livestock Subcommittee IBRD BOARD

ROOM

Afternoon (2:30 - 5:30 p.m.)

TAC - (Closed)

Consultative Group

- Adoption of the Agenda IBRD BOARI
ROOM

- Reports on the status of ILRAD and ILCA (African Livestock)

- Asian Vegetable Center

- CG Position on UNCTAD Resolution on natural products

- Budget format and issues

- Center review procedures

August 2 - Thursday (9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.; and 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
if needed)

Consultative Group (TAC and Center personnel invited) IBRD

AUDITORIUM

1. Statement by Chairman of TAC on Center Programs

2. Discussion of Center Programs

3. Report by Chairman of TAC on status of other proposals

under consideration

a. Conservation of genetic resources

b. Middle East Institute

c. Latin America - protein

d. Aquaculture

e. Other
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August 3 - Friday

Morning (9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.) IBRD BOARD
ROOM

Consultative Group (TAC and Center personnel invited)

- Matters introduced by Center Directors

- Indication by Donors of Financial Support for Calendar

Years 1974 and 1975

- Time and place of next meeting

Afternoon (2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)

TAC - Other business, if needed (Open) C 1006

Center personnel - Other business, if needed. D 1156

July 6, 1973
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Agenda and Issues Expected at July 30-Aucr-st 3 Meetings

of the Cosultative Group, and Proposed U. S. Positions

July 30, 31

Consul-ative Group Plenary Sessions - Presentation of
Programs by Center Directors

These two days provide the CG - as well as the TAC and Observers - an
opportunity to hear from each of the six ongoing centers about progress
and plans. Presentations and associated discussion serve as a background
against which CG Later addresses itself to matters of concern on programs,
and financial succort required for 1974 and subsecuent years.

While this ratter will be discussed later during the week, A.I.D. is
increasingly corzarned by the tendency for proliferation in program of
same of the Cente-s with an associated expansion in budgetarv recuire-
ments. This concern was specifically expressed by A.I.D. cbservers
at the recent Boa-d Meetings of CIAT and IITA. We clan to voice our
views during the CG discussion of Centers programs and financing. Later
in this attacime-.: (Budget Format and Issues) we call attention to the

need for a ceili-g on the anticipated budgets of Centers.

August 1

Reports :n Status of ILRAD and ILCA (African LiveStck)

Substantial proc-ess has been made towards the establisihment of IIROAD

and ILA. It hE-= been decided that initially each will be organized

separately from de other and have a provisional di-ector and a

provisional boari of trustees. The African Livestock Subccraittee
represents the C, in ratters relating to the imrleentation of pclicies

applicable to the establishment of ILFAD and ILCA.

ILPAD will be escablished at Kabete (adjacent to Nairobi) under an

agreement with the Government of Kenya (GOK) . It will be located

close to the GOK Departent of Veterinary Services ard the Veterinary
Faculty, University of Nairobi. The Laboratory's -ovisional Board of

Trustees will be limited to nine members including the Provisional
Director who will be an ex officio mmaber. The Provisional Director and

four other members of the Board have been chosen by the Sub-ccomittee.

The Fockefeller -oundation is the executing agent on behalf of the CG

responsible for -orking with the GOK in organizing ILPAD and placing
it on operational basis. Current planning envisages the establishment

of ILAD by Septazber 1973 and the initiation of construction activities

as well as same research work during 1974.
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The IBR;D and the IDFC (International Development Center of Canada) are
jointly representing the CG in the establishment of ILCA. Its admini-
strative headquarters will be in Ethiopia, probably in or near Addis
Ababa. Research activities will be corducted in Ethiopia and at field
locations outside of the country. Initially a systems analysis will
be carried out to determine the research policies and priorities which
should be adopted in developing a livestock production research program
for Africa. Representatives of the IB2D and IDFC are negotiating with
representatives of the ITperial Goverrcent of Ethiopia concerning the
establishrent of ILCA. Present estimates indicate that this Center
my be legally established by October 1973.

The United States position supports the rrging of ILAD with ILCA as
soon as the operations of these organizations indicate that such action
is feasible and desirable. The Consultative Group has approved the
approach in principle, and the interim steps on ILPAD and ILCA are
consistent with it, but it may remain an issue due to sne contrary
views.

CC Position on UNCTAD Resolution

This Resolution rec-uests assistance frcn the CC for research to improve
the compoettieness of co'rcial agricrultural products (agis
synthetics ar suhstitues). The request would include rocesn and
end use research as well as ,rcduction research. The CS ccosierede
this item during its Nverer 1-2, 1972 meeting and agreen to teno
final decision until it ha1 r4ceived the advice of TAC Eeral CG
m1rers voiced reservaton a-but diverting financial resources frcm
the priority area of food ocr (Lncluding livestock). C the other
hand a represantative of a develocpin region urged the CG to give
serious consideration to the UNCTAD resoclution.

While at this coint we do not have the IAC recoruraendation, the subject
was discussed during the January 30-February 2, 1973 meeting of that
coirnmittee. - Clearly first priority is accorded to the resea-ch dirlected
toward focd prcduction. However, consideration was not ruled out on
procsals for first class research prc-rams on the so-called "non-fcod"
crops (e.g. , on cotton which has a fcod and feed sigificanc). But
it ".. . would want to reserve the right to express doub'ts that they
should be supported at the expense of research on major fccd ccodities."

In view of the competition for the available funds of CG, the already
substantial national and cormercial support for non-food acricultural
ccmticdity research and develcprTent, the high priority AID gives to the
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balance between world food supply and population, we propose to try to
sustain our position that the scope of CG financing should con-inue to

be confined to food crops (including livestock).

Review Procedures

This subject was discussed last year by CG during Centers Week

and again during the Nor eeting. It involves two kirds f reviews:

one on examination of budgets for cost efficiency -- the ste-w dship of
funds given by donors; the t-her covers program -- the researc and

related activities of the Centers. Based on a paper prepared "y its
Secretariat, CG agreed to ta-i proposed review procedures on an experi-
mental basis. Essentially it involves CC involvement, thrcugh its

Secretariat (IBRD) , in indi:idual Centers annual program and- get
reviews. While Lndirectly involved in recormmending individuaLs to

participate in reviews, T;C per se would not necessarily have a direct

role in review of approved =rogramns and budgets of the Centers.

Pursuant to the wishes of CG expressed last Nover-b-, the

Secretariat arranged for craram and fiscal reviews of the s-: ongoing
centers. These reports are not yet available, but will be dia ributed

to CG members orior to Centers Week. A member of IBRD staff

responsible for the fiscal reviews. Dr. George Dion (CIDA-Cana) and

Mr. James Evans (formarly irector of IBRD Agricultural Projecs) each

reviewed programs of three Centers.

In our view IERD should pursue vigorously the rescc-sibility
for the cost efficiency re-:iew of budgets and expenditures, rsxrg con-

clusions to Boards and to conors. We also agree with prorosed. arrange-
ments for program review, but along with the Foundations, are in a better
position than rost donors -D obtain evaluations of Center rora adequacy.

Budget Format and Issues

A draft paper on "Budgeting and Accounting Procedures and

Practices of International Agricultural Research Centers" nas een

prepared by the CG Secretariat. Quoting from the paper: "This paper

proposes a comrcon frareork of budgeting and accounting procedures and

practices for the international agricultural research centers suported

by the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Pasea-ch. Work

on this framework started in New York in February 1972, at a Center

workshop on budgeting and accounting practices sponsored by the Ford

Foundation. During the past year, through correspondence amcng the
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participants, pro-ress has been made toward developi-.; generally agreed
upon budget terminl'ogy, concepts and formats, toget>er with consistent
accounting practices and standard financial reports." The practices and
procedures set fcr-a in the paper have been accepted by the Director of
CIMMYT, CIAT, CIP, IITA, ICISAPT and IRRI, and were used by these Centers
in preparing their 1974 budget proposals.

The impc-ace of a standard format for preraration and presenta-
tion of Centers budget information is unquestioned. :n general we have
no objections to the paper, but feel that it should be ecre explicit in
defining the core :r rardated program of a Center and the implications
in budget presenta--ion. Support required for contination of the long-
term activities dsicmed to progress toward the Cente-s' fundamental
objectives of res ch and training, as described in a basic statemrent
approved by the Ceters' governing board, should be -:ewed as a basis
for a ceiling budzst. Of course this ceiling budget ;uid
have to be reviser from time to time to reflect the erfects of such
things as inflatic and salary adjustments. Proposals by a center for
additional prcgr-. acti vities, even if of a basic and related core
program nature, w--ld have to be clearly identified zSeparatelv
budgeted. This w-Id enable the board to then decide such
additional prograr. ac-i- vity were to be accomodated n the core
program -- at the expense of some of the ongoing core prccram activity;
or, whether it werd bc presented as a separate recrest for CG funding.
In turn, it wculd nable CG donors to look more objeivl at the
feasibility of pr:iding support for a new area of work, which while
perhaps very iocrant, would be extra to a basic ccr- prcgram furded
under a general c-_irin budget. Finally, and perhara rst imrortantly,
it would require ~-nter directors to raintain a sharger Focas on core

program. During C-nters Week last year we discussed :e rit of a
ceiling on core bgts, and expect to pursue the marer during the coming
CG meeting.

We prc:se to continue to argue for a more sharnly defined core
program, and to ealish-ent of a basic ceiling bud-et t'erefor.
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Asian Vegetable Center (AVRDC)

Last year TAC recmerded that CG provide the capital support
required to complete its building and equipment needs program for which
about S1.4 million were needed. CG concluded at its November 1973
meeting that since TAC had not recomiended core support for AVPD at the
present time, no issue was involved of a continuing long-term relation-

ship between the CG and AVRDC. It was agreed that AVPDC should be

considered as a kind of associate member of the network of international
agricultural research institutes. To our knowledge, no donors have offered
to help meet the capital budget needs, although a couple informally
indicated some interest. However, since that meeting, the Kresge Founda-

tion rade a contribution of $300,000, and a number of suppcrting nations
in Asia paid their pledges. Further, since the last CG meeting, steps
have been taken by the AVRDC Board to modify the Center Charter in order

to make it more coarrable to those of the six CG-supported Centers.

As we understand it, Dr. Chandler, Director of AVPDC, will
again r:ake a presentation to CG for support. AID (through SA) is
supporting AVFDC. Uinle not intending to increase AID support at this

time, '-e propose to informally encourage support from other C d:ors.

August 2

Statement by Chairman of TAC on Center Prcgras

Here TAC will make recormmendations to CG on procrams of the
six ongoing international centers ard probably include corrents on ILRAD

and Il7A (African Livestock) . Of particular interest will be the views

of TAC on =IRR and CIAT.

IRRI's 1974 proposal includes provision for substantially

expanded work on research to irprove cropping systems for rice growing
areas of South and Southeast Asia. Since the per capita supply of land
in South and Southeast Asia is rapidly dereasing, a technology is
urgently needed that will greatly increase the productivity per unit of
land and labor on small holdings. Rice, the staple food of the region
will not by itself reet the demand for protein and vitamins recuired
for a balanced diet. while rice is the dominant crop on the sl1 farms,
improved cropping systems (including high-protein legumes end vegetables)
must be built around it as the main crop during the wet season.

Quoting from the proposal: "The scientific staff requested for
this prcgran consists of seven scientists in different research areas
and s-uPort staff for them as well as for some of the existing decpare.nts
of IRRI. The total operating budget for the expanded pro=-am is estimated
at $236,000 for 1974, increasing to $656,C00 per year in 1976 when the

program would be fully staffed. The non-recurring capital requirements
are estimated at $1,061,000 to be spent over a period of three years."
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An earlier version of the proposal was submitted by IRR= in
1972. In general TAC and CG supported the idea in principle, and
encouraged IRPRI to give further attention to the proposal. However,
no support was agreed to for 1973.

In our view this proposed expanded program of IRR is
reasonable and desirable, and CG support should be sought.

The procosed program for CAT substantially exceeds that
proposed last year, and is reflected both in core program and capi-al
needs budgets. Part of the excarded prcgram and increased core cost
is due to a new bean imrovement project approved by the Board. ;ile
at this point CIT seems to be the mst logical nucleus for an inter-
national bean i:oprovement network, consideration for its possible
funding would have been much easier if it had been presented as a
distinct prcram comonent as in the case of the proposed expanded
work at IRRI on cropping system.s.

It is our view that further consideration needs to be ciaen
by CG to the CIA -program and budget. In program, attenticn shiou~i be
directed to the core program or mardated program of the Center. Edg`et-
wise, additional information is needed to clarify both prcgran ari
capital requests. Possibly the reports from reviews arranged by -e
CG Secretariat (=EPD) will be useful in this regard,

Discussion of Center Programs

Presurably under this agenda item points such as those
mentioned under the irmediately preceding item, will be discussed. further.

Report by Chairamn of TAC on status of other proposals
under consideration

Listed under this agenda item are: Middle East Institute,
Conservation of genetic resources, Latin America - protein, Acuaciture,
and others. This is assumed to be considered by the CG as an infc'=ation
type report which would require no action during this meeting. Eczever,
quite possibly CG will need to take specific action on one or rore ot
them at the November neeting.

Comments on each of these agenda sub-items are given under
Attachment C (TAC Agenda and Issues) .
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TAC Stratgy Paper ...

We understand that TAC will be concerned largely with this
subject during the first day of its meeting (July 25-Closed) . Based
on the rieeting erlier this year, it seems probable that Tac will
devote considerable attention to priorities. Referece has been made

by TAC to a definite priority for food on grcurds of human need,
of population pressure on resources, and of the fracile base on which
the food supplies of much of the world still rested." Decisions thus
far have reflected vithin foods priority consideration to cereals,
food legures, ard ru'inant livestock. Positions are still to be
considered and dE'ned on attention that should be given by TAC to oil-

seeds, sugar, frtts, vegetables, acuaculture, and pastures and fcdders.
TAC is also e-oed to define a clearer position on "non-focd" crops,
and to problems cf socio-economic research.

Since a report on this paper, or the paper itself , are not
anticipated until soretime during Centers Week, we are not in a
position to c =oant on specifics at this time. Reference was made
earlier to our '-cSition on research for "non-food" crops.

August 3 "tters Introduced by Centers Directors

We are not aare of specific items that vill be brought up
by Directors, aoL thus do not have any comment at this tire.

Iri :ation by donors of Financial Supprct for
alendar Years 1974 and 1975

Our sEatement essentially is lat given fanuar, 1971* wich
probably means for 1974 an anticipated AID contribd:tion of aproxiately
$7.0 million fcr center support. It also means thao our contribution
will be signif 4 antly less percentage-wise than the 25% ccntribution
to Center core aLd capital budgets in 1973. This rsut from an
anticipated Ce--rs need in 1974 of about $32 million ard cur annual
ceiling of $7.C -illion. As noted in my Infor-ation Me rardum to
ycu of June 6, 1973, we feel that AID should pause at the S7.0 million
level of Centers funding until IBRD increases its soro to at least
this level.

*Actual January, 1971 statement authorized and delivered January 14,
1971 was:

"A.I.D. is crepared in principle to provide uo to 25% of the
additional aspital and future operating costs of the existing
institutes and the two new institutes proposed (up to a maximum
total cont-ibution of $7 million in any one year) , provided that
the remairng 75% is forthcoming from other scurces. Specific
pledges wc-.id, of course, be for individual institutes subject
to our revia-i ard approval of fully developed croposals for each
and to the :rovision by the Congress of adequae funds. The U.S.
is convinced that the success of existing institutes has depended
in large p---t on the effectiveness of the renaement supplied by
the Foundations and our pledge is based on the assunption that
additional _institutes will be assured of manacement of comparable
effficiery."

It was generall' understood that the U.S. intent was to finance 1/4 of
Center costs, if needed, subject to the stated caveats.
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Financial Assumptions for Future Planning of TAC
and Consultative Group

We share the growing concern of a number of CG donors about
the escalating costs of the six ongoing centers; and the projected costs
of planned African livestock research institution, as well as those of
several other activities under consideration by TAC and/or CG. It is
important to have some figures which reflect probable limits of funds
that might reasonably be anticipated frcm donors over the next several
years, and to relate these figures to needs for ongoing and planned
03 supported activities. As part of such an exercise, it might be
useful to determine what would seem to be reasonable levels of support
to Centers and ask directors to develop programs accordingly.

In any case, we are dealing with a situation where international
agricultural research needs far outstrio likely available donor su-,Orpt.
This dictates a look at research priorities, and levels of funding fcr
specific activities. It brings us beck to the need to consider realistic
budctary ceilings for CG funded Centers. As mentioned earlier, w
discussed with CG the merit of ceilings for core and capital budgets and
expect to pursue this matter during the ccning Centers Wek

At this time future AID support for Centers under the CG will
have to be revieLed in the light of the January, 1971 st-atment rmentioned
eari er.
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Agenda and Issues Exoected at 1973 Centers Week

Of The Technical Assistance Committee, and Proposed U.S. Positions

July 25 Closed TAC Meeting

Among other matters, TAC is exoected to review a draft stratecy poper

referred to in Attachment B.

July 26
Research Needs For Protein Production in Latin America

This matter was discussed at considerable length at the TAC -aet-n

earlier this year. A report was presented by a TAC Sub-Committee aeadsd by

Dr. Luis Marcano. In brief TAC felt that it should hinge its efforts ::ward

the establishment of cooperative programs in the region (in particular mn

legumes and beef), quite firmly on the CIAT development, and shall inszre

that sufficient resources were available to permit CIAT to handle suca oro-

grams. Further discussion of this Sub-Committee report is planned for :his

TAC meeting.

CIAT has beef production research as a major research thrust. : S

also developing a soundl--based interdisciplinary bean program. r t

is possible that CIAT would serve -s a relay link for the prorosed ra

tional Soybean Resource Base (INTSC). Therefore, this Center sho l -igure

prominently in any plan for strenc:aening research directed towari r n

production in Latin Aerica. It des not necessarily mean chat C? e

should nrovide additional funds fc: this purpose to CIAT, or to any:-

regional research institution in the area to strengthen soybean c -

cattle research networks. The ans-er in part may well be support of I Di-

lateral nature for national research programs dealing with these c i

linked to CIAT's capa iites by donor financing of "outreach" 1 o e

build LA country r esearch capabiliies. IDE is potentially a suts sorce

for the l-tter type of financing, and already is doing some. suroer We Would

not rule out considerto of supportt to research institutionsin- arica

other than CIAT, such as TIA. whith already have regional roles a ta

for significant contribu-ions in tae area of food legume and beef ressarch. Sgain

this support may come from only crtain donor members of CG withrt tie CG itself

making a commitment.

We plan to encourae strenothaning of the food legume and beef resarch

networks in Latin Amrica reconizing a key role of CIAT, as well -o oortant

roles for institutions such as IICA and national research proWrams. a would

expect the core program budget of CIAT to meet its own needs, and wou: urge

support for other network elements to be met outside of the CC per se.

Research Needs of the Near East and North Africa

TAO and CG representatives from this area have urged, for some time,

the establishment of an international center designed to meet the ratter

specific needs of that region. In response TAO constituted a Mission nicn

made its study earlier this year. Presumably the Mission report will De

available prior to or during the TAC meeting.

At this time we are not aware of the nature of the conclusions reached

by the Mission. However, in briefing, the Mission was requested to take
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cognizance of all possible linkage programs in the region including those of

ALAD, CIMMYT, IRAT, etc.

Recently a number of interested supporting groups (A7D, UNDP, FAO, CIMMYT

and the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations) agreed to a collaborative effort

directed toward streng:hening of cereal improvement research and training in

this region. Hopefully this kind of linking of inputs of donors to ongoing
relevant activities in :he region, together with a more effective linking of
activities of research institutions in the same region ant to international
institutions (CIMMYT, -CRISAT, etc.) and appropriate strcng national. insti-

tutions, could result in the desired strengthening of research needs. Hope-

fully the need could thereby be circumvented for establishment of a CG-supported
center specifically for that region.

Our position is t: encourage these more effective linkages, and to

encourage additional biateral support where such seems recuired.

July 27
Research on Tropical Fruits

On more than one ozzasion, the CG regional representative from Thailand

has urged consideration for the establishment of an international center

dealing with tropical fruits. Apparently Thailand would be willing to serve

as host country, and : provide needed land. Presumably a more comprehensive

proposal has been developed for consideration by TAC at this meeting. The

position of TAC may well be determined by the position i: takes in the

strategy paper (to be fiscussed earlier) on priorities for research according

to various foods. At :his point, we have little on which to judge their

position.

We appreciate the importance of tropical fruits in the diets of people

in those regions, as w-ell as their importance for export, in certain instances.

However, we accord lover priority to support for internazional research on

tropical fruits than : cereals, grain legumes, and ruminant livestock produc-

tion. In view of additional high priority needs for research on these most

basic food crops, -we ':uld not be in favor of CC suocort :or trrorical fruit

research at this time.

July 28
Research =n Aaricultural Mechanization in W. Africa

At this point we :o not have any background on the natter. We are aware
that FAO is carrying ct some work on this subject centered at ITA.

Research Program on Trypanosomiasis

This proposal is cresented by the Government of France. The research

would cover control of the tsetse fly vector (through release of male sterile

tsetse flies, and use of chrysalis parasites to control the flies); and a

study of the phenomenon of try-panotolerance. In the latter case, the work

would be with the African bos taurus which appear to have a high degree of

tolerance.
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The estimated overall cost of the proposed program over a five year
period is $2.8 million. About $1.0 million of this would be for work on the
tsetse fly; the remainder for trypano tolerance. Apparently France plans to

fully fund the work on tsetse flies at the Institute for Tropical Countries

Breeding and Veterinary Medicine in Upper Volca. It is also reported that

Volta has "acknowledged international status" to the Institute and made
available a 7,400 acre ranch. Presumably funding from the CG is desired
for the -art on trypanotolerance at the same location.

The proposed work on the release of male sterile tsetse flies (to be funded

by France) appears to be closely related to -he work supported by TA3 in Tanzania

through USDA, and, of course should be linked with it.

Further, in our view this is highly related to the proposed work at IL= and

shall be considered accordingly. We would no: encourage CG sunnort a: this nime.
We would encourage referral to ILEAD (and possibly also to the G Livestock

Subcommittee) as soon as zossible, for advice on how useful linkages igh- be
develoved.

Research on Pest Control (FAO Proposals)
At the last TAC meeting a UNDP background paper was reviewed which re-

lated to FAO requests for support of research work of an international nature
on pest control and pesticide residues. Essentially UNDP aopeared to be seeking
TAC views on the general question of what were the gaps in pesticide residues
research in relation to management of the environment, and which if any, of
those gaps might be subject to CG support and in what form.

In summing up a confused debate of inconclusive nature, the Chairman of
TAC reported a "marked indication of skepticism about the need or scope for
international research on pesticide residues. With regard to the broad
question of integrated pest control research, there was a clear feeling that
this research would be naturally associated with the primary ccmodity research
centers but on the basis of information currently available and on a first
debate, the Committee had been unable to identify gaps which might call for
a special internationally supported thrust."C

While reco2nizin2 the importance of international cooperation in research
on pesticide residues and on integrated pesc control, we do not feel that CG
needs to orovide financial support for a stecial and separate international

research thrust. We do consider work in these areas to be interal and imoor-
tant parts of the core orocram of CG centers dealing with soecific crops.

Acuaculture - Progress Report
TAC at its meeting in February 1973, considered the importance of aqua-

culture as a means of increasing food production. It decided to convene an
ad hoc Working Group of Specialists to summarize the present importance of
aquaculture and recommend needs that might be sponsored by the CG or other
bodies. This Working Group is scheduled to meet in Spoleto, Italy July 10-
19, 1973. A progress report is planned during this TAC meeting.

No AID position is called for at this time. A member of the Auburn
fisheries group will meet with the Working Group.
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August 1
TAC Meeting with Center Directors (Closed)

We do not have information on specific items to be discussed during this

meeting.

August 2

Report by Chairman of TAC on Status of

Other Prcoosals Under Consideration

Reference was made earlier in this Attachment to "Research ,eeds for

Protein Production in Latin America", for "Research Needs of the sear East

and North Africa", and "Aquaculture". At this time in the CC mee:ing, the

Chairman of TAC is expected to also report on the "Conservation c: Genetic

Resources".

TAC made recommendations in 1972 to CG for the establishmen: of an

international network of plant genetics centers. CG, while acearing to be

generally supportive of the objective, did not commit support for the proposed

program. Questions were raised about the role of international centers, and

of FAO. It was generally agreed that International Centers resocnsible for

specific crops would also assure responsibility for collection a-i aintenance
of the germplasm of these crops. We take the position that FC' role would be

largely that of coordination, and that arrangements for streng:`-ing zermplasm

centers would be handled byc bilateral arrangements involving ind:iidual donors.

It was decided that TAC would have a background paper prepared for t1e Centers

Week meeting which would more specif ically address the roles of FA nd the

international centers, as well as gaps that remain which were nc: covered by

other national and regional or:grams. Thus TAC is expected to ma a more
definitive statement with specific recommendations for this i r i

network of germplasm centers. And, in view of general CG interes: in 7his
matter, probability is hih for funding implications in 1974.

We support the proposition of the need for a comrehensive international

network on germplasm centers f:r important agricultural crops, an feel +hat

CG should seriously consider =eed for provision of limited finar-ial support.
But this support should be sun:ject to recognition of, and addioie to,. the

current and projecterd role of various national and international insituti ons

in this matter, and of the current and anticipated support by iliividual donors.

The Chairman of TAC may also report on a number of other -mters under

consideration. These include: West African Rice Development Ass:ciation (WARDA);

water use and management; and tropical forestry. However, as we understand it,
no action is required from us at this time, nor need for any sta:ed position

during Centers Week.

As background, it might be mentioned that a proposal from ;ARDA for CC

support was submitted earlier -o TAC. While recognizing the imp:rtance of

strengthening WARDA research a~tivities, TAC did not recommend -tat CG provide

it -- at least at that time. WARDA was encouraged to meet with 7he Directors

of IRRI, IITA and IRAT in order to determine how their institutifts could link

more effectively with WARDA, and to develop specific research pr:oosals which

might be reviewed by TAC. So far as we know, WARDA has not su -ted such

proposals. Earlier we expressEd the view that additional fundin needs of WARDA

should be met through bilateral arrangements rather than by CC. We continue to
maintain that position.
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The importance of water use and management for agriculture has been
recognized for 3ene time by TAC and CG, but no case has been made to justify
CG support of a separate program in this sphere. ::RC (Canada), at the
request of TAC, commissioned Dr. Dean Peterson (Utah) to make a study on the
subject. Peterson's report was reviewed by TAC earlier this year. Essentially
Peterson proposei establishment of a center concerned with adaptation of
available technclogy on water use, economics of the problem, and development
of policies and institutions up to the national level and even impinging on
the international level. TAC took note of his repcrt but did not recomend

implementation. As a further step in getting pertinent background, TAC

decided to invite the existing international centers to pretare an account
of their current work in water management in the aptlied sense and to give
an indication of their views as to what further work: needed to be undertaken
and the extent to which their programs might be excanded. While recognizing

the importance of water management in the developing countries, we feel that
additional staff work is required to develop a reasonable proposal for possible

CG funding.

We are aware of some interest in an international research institution

on tropical forestry. Mr. Richard Lane, USDA Representative of its

Eastern Regional ?esearch Operation (FERO) based in New Delhi, has discussed

this subject with Indians and feels that considerahle interest is present in

that country. : our knowledge, no proposal for sa:h an institute has been

submitted officially to TAC. However, it might well be in the near future.
Our reaction to such a proposal probably would be negative in view of pressing
needs for addt'nal resources for research of higher priority involving
important food crops.
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CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD

April 13, 1973

TO: Members of the Consultative Group, Personnel of TAC
and of International Agricultural Research Centers

FROM: Executive Secretary

SUBJECT: Socio-economic Seminar

1. As proposed at the November 1972 meeting of the Consultative
Group, a seminar on socio-economic research needs in relation to the
work of international agricultural research centers will be held in
conjunction with the forthcoming International Centers Week (July 30 -
August 3, 1973). The Seminar will include three half day sessions,
beginning Friday morning, July 27 and ending at mid-day Saturday.

2. The seminar will be held at the headquarters of the World
Bank, at 1818 H Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

3. Attachments 1 and 2 give the Purpose and proposed Agenda of
the seminar. To help focus the discussion and achieve productive
interchanges -- recognizing the breadth of the agenda topics, the
limited time available to discuss them, and the relatively large
number of attendees -- participants in each session are being asked
to address primarily the list of questions provided for each agenda
topic. These are in Attachment 3.

4. Attendance will be limited to a total of 80 persons. The
following are invited ex officio: for each international agricultural
research center, the Board Chairman (or substitute Board member),
Director and principal economist; and the members and secretariat
of the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC). Each Consultative Group
member can automatically send one representative for each session:
this includes both representatives of each FAO region.

5. In addition, outside experts will be invited to attend and
to participate in the special discussion panels.

6. A few more places may be available, depending on how many of
the foregoing group attend. Consultative Group members who wish to
have more than one attendee should send the extra name to the Executive
Secretary of the Consultative Group when they notify him of their in-
tention to attend. The principal attendees from each member will be
notified when it is clear that extras can be accommodated. Members
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intending to be represented should notify the Executive Secretary by
May 10 as to who will come. Absence of notice by then will be taken
as an indication of intention not to attend.

7. Center and TAC personnel are requested to indicate, also by
May 10, whether or not they will attend.

8. A final Agenda, na-es of the panelists on the various topics,
some preparatory readings, cogether with identification of the specific
rooms for the various sessions, will be sent out in June. The seminar
will be more enjoyable and productive for all participants if :hose
attending absorb the materials sent out before they come to the sessions.
This will avoid the need to use scarce session time to repeat background
information provided in the advance papers, and should stimulace better
communications among the attendees.

Attachments



ATTACHMENT 1

Purpose of the Seminar

1. To increase awareness and understanding of present and
potential roles of social science research and training in the
international agrizultural institutes and their significance.

2. To explore means for increasing the use of the Centers'
research findings, and particularly the role in this regard of
the Centers' social science staff.

3. (a) To identify important types of socio-economic re-
search on LDC problems and associated training
beycnd the desirable scope of the Centers' work;
and

(b) To identify for further investigation some pro-
mising alternative means whereby such needed re-
search and training work could be accelerated and
improved.
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AGENDA (tentative)

All sessions will begin promptly, as scheduled, to permit adequate
discussion time. For Topic II, attendees will be split into two paral-
lel groups tha: will meet separately. Group A for Topic II and Group B
for Topic II will meet in separate rooms. Participants in each session
are asked to address primarily the list of questions provided for that
topic in Attachnent 3.

Friday, July 2?

9:00 - 9:30 Introduction. Explanatory remarks on program by
seminar chairman, Mr. Bernstein

9:30 - 13:00 Topic I. Social Science Research Programs of the
Existing Centers

Chairman: Mr. Bernstein

[9:30 - 9:50] CIAT (Mr. Andersen). Presentation of selected high-
lights of experience and plans to date (Participants
expected to have written reports beforehand, which
will not be repeated)

[9:50 - 10:20] Comments and questions from attendees and responses
from Mr. Andersen

[10:20 - 11:10] CD2fYT (Mr. Winkelmann). Same as CIAT sequence.

[11:10 - 11:40] Coffee break

[11:40 - 12:001 IRRI (Mr. Barker). Highlights presentation

[12:00 - 13:001 Comments and questions from attendees on IRRI program
or on overall experience and approach of the Centers:
questions and responses involving any of the three
presenters.

13:00 - 14:30 Lunch

14:30 - 17:30 Topic II. Expanding Usage of Centers' Research Find-
ings:
Chairmen: Group A - Mr. Hardin

Group B - Mr. Hopper

(Chairmen will also be moderators of discussion panels)

[14:30 - 14:40] Chairman's introduction
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[14:40 - 15:20] Discussion, by selected panel of experts, of various
ways to plan for increased usage of Center research
results, and particularly of roles that Center socio-
economic staff could best play in stimulating usage.
Discussion will center around a paper distributed
beforehand.

[15:20 - 16:00] Comments and questions from rest of group and exchanges
with panel members.

[16:00 - 16:30] Coffee break

[16:30 - 17:00] Open discussion continued

[17:00 - 17:30] Round up comments or conclusions by panel members.

Saturday, July 28

08:45 - 11:45 Topic III. Socio-Economic Research Needed Outside the
Centers
Chairman and Moderator of Panel Discussion: Sir John Crawford

[08:45 - 08:55] Chairman's introduction

[08:55 - 10:00] Discussion, by selected panel of experts, of paper(s)
distributed beforehand on what are the high priority
types of socio-economic research to support LDC agri-
cultural development that the Centers presumably will
not be doing and how efforts to accelerate such re-
search might be organized.

[10:00 - 10:30] Coffee break'

[10:30 - 11:20] Comments and questions from rest of group and exchanges
with panel members

[11:20 - 11:45] Round up comments by panel members

11:45 - 12:15 Coffee break

12:15 - 13:00 Summation. Sir John will sum up main threads of seminar,
especially Part III. If time permits, few final comments
from floor.
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Questions to be Addressed under Topic I*

Presentations of Centers' Socio-Economic Research Progra-s

1. What kinds of topics are included and excluded, and why, i.e.,
what are the criteria, e.g., usefulness (importance and timeliness) to
Centers' management and biological scientists in deciding wha: research
results they should seek and how they can obtain maximum usara of re-
search findings, feasibility within resources and data likel- to be at-
tainable, what can be done as well or better outside the Centers, etc.?

2. In giving significant illustrations of analyses actually done,
explain:

- how and why were decisions made to do the analysis in question?

- what results and impact are expected from the analysis and why?

- what has actually happened in this regard thus far?

3. To what extent and how do the social scientists at the Centers
(or colleagues from elsewhere that they involve in their acti.-I:ties)
work with the biological scientists at the Centers? To what e:tent has
closely integrated socio-economic/biological research on particular prob-
lems been feasible and desirable, as distinguished from indeperndent work
on separate but related problems? Does the experience provide practical
suggestions for strengthening this integration where called ":r?

4. How extensive and significant are the working linkages with (a)
the other centers, (b) other organizations in the LDCs and elsewhere,
and in what categories (e.g., joint research, information exchange, train-
ing, etc.)?

* These questions all fall in areas of questioning raised in the
Consultative Group discussions



ATTACE=ENT 3-I

Questions to be Addressed under Topic II

1. What are the specific types of interests in Center research
findings of the major potential user groups (e.g., agricultural pro-
ducers, agro-businesses, LDC development planners and policy makers,
other researchers), and how should these affect the choice of bio-
logical/agrononic research topics and how the research is done? How
can the socio-economic work at the Centers best contribute to this
matching of user need and research response?

2. In wha: other ways can the Center socio-economic staff work
contribute to increasing the usage of Center research findings, hav-
ing in mind the existing experience with the causes of good and poor
usage of research results? To what extent does this involve deliberate
steps before, during and after the conduct of research?

3. What are some live examples of good and :oor usage results
on significant research findings and what are the likely causes?

4. To maximize the return from research investments, what rough
proportions of effort are needed for interpretati:n/dissemination
activities re findings compared to work on obtainina the findings?
Are there roughly predictable differences, in this ratio of desirable
distribution cf effort, between types of agricultural research subjects?
Is there reason to believe that the present balanze is poor, or does it
seem about right?



ATTACHMENT 3-III

Questions to be Addressed under Topic III

1. What specific types of socio-economic research and training
could best be done outside the Centers, e.g., part or all of the fol-
lowing:

- developing and applying agricultural sector analysis metho-
dologies, i.e., overall analyses of dynamic interactions of
the variables involved in the agricultural development of
individual LDCs, includingc effects on the multiple LDC de-
velopment goals of alternative policy or investment inter-
ventions?

- analyses of status or trends in worldwide supply and demand
for various commodities?

- analysis of individual socio-economic problems that are im-
portant in LDCs and what might be done about them, e.g.,
unemployment/underemploy,-ent, malnutrition, inadequate rural
credit or other services to farmers, poor local action or
management capabilities in rural areas, etc.?

- others?

What are suitable criteria for deciding? [Note this is the ob-
verse of much of the burden of questions for Topic I. Discussion mizht
build on conclusions or viewpoints expressed during discussion of Topic
I.]

2. What should Centers' role be in interpreting implications of
Center micro-research findings for national policies? How could better
use of these findings by assistance agencies be encouraged? [Note this
may also receive partial coverage earlier, especially under Topic II.]

3. What are some alternative institutional developments that should
be considered for accelerating the priority types of socio-economic re-
search and training that the Centers' should not be doing themselves?
[i.e., discussion should identify briefly some alternatives for considera-
tion elsewhere, reasons for considering them, and possibly advance ready
ideas on how to get on with this, rather than attempt to do any substantial
development and critique of any of the possible alternatives. This is
seen as a bridging discussion between Topics I and II, which are of pri-
mary concern to the programs of the Centers, and pursuit elsewhere of
other related work that is important for agricultural development].

4. How should socio-economic work at the Centers feed into and draw
from other types of socio-economic ahalysis done elsewhere? What has the
experience been on this? [This may build on the discussion of question
(4) under Topic I.]
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

dM ACTIONAilemoi-andum ,/VATO

TO AA/TA, Joel 7ernstein DATE: July 17, 1973

FROM: TA/AGR, Omer J. Kelley/

SUBJECT: Action Memorandum to the Administrator Concerning International Centers Week

Attached is :he Action Memorandum which we believe is ready for transmittal.
It was revised in accordance with our recent meeting in your office, and
further ccn:ains additional funding information on the Centers (Tables A
and B).

We met with representatives of the Regional Bureaus (except for LA*) and
PPC yesterday:. A copy of the summary of this neeting is attached. In our
view, no se:ific change in the Action Memorandum is indicated as a result
of the meeting.

Attachments:

1. Kelley &emorandum: Review of Related Action Memorandum
2. Action >femorandum to Administrator re International Centers Week

*LA meetings on July 16 and 17 prevented participation in our meeting
yesterday. We expect written comments on the Action Memorandum, but
they have not been received.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : See Distribution DATE*July 17, 1973

FROM : -TA/AGR, Omer J. Kelley

SUBJECT: International Centers ;eek; Review of Related Action Memorandum by
Regional Bureaus and PC

1. The following met on July 16, 1973 to review a draft of the
Action Memorandum:

AFR/NARA, Blair Allen PPC/PDA, Frank Mocre
AFR/DS, John I. Cooper TA/N, Irwin Horns:ein
AFR/DS, Donald Atwell TA/AGR, Omer J. Kelley
ASIA/TECH, Leon Hesser TA/AGR, Guy B. Baird
SA/PPB, James Cudney
SA/TCD/AGR, Dozald Yeaman

2. Considerable discussion was concerned with the level of AID funding
for the International Centers. Hesser expressed the view :hat $7.0 million
a year by AID for this important worldwide activity was in reality a
rather small amount, and saw no reason why we should stick with this
ceiling. In general this point of view was supported by Koore, however,
he felt that AID should not use this position unduly to exert pressure
on other donors to increase their contributions.

Cooper differed by sta:ing that the 25% formula was too arbitrary and
did not encourage other donors to take the matter of contributions as
serioucly as they should. He felt that in some cases we nay not need
to give as much as 25%. He made it clear, however, that support of the
International Centers was a matter of high priority. In :he case of
IITA, the Africa Bureau would prefer not to allocate funds for the capital
budget.

Cudney felt that Japan should be strongly encouraged to substantially
increase support to Centers. IBRD is aware of the need for Japan to
be more supportive, an: is optimistic that she will do so in the near
future.

In response to a question, Dr. Kelley pointed out that considerable
atten:ion was being directed toward establishment of budge: ceilings
for the Centers. He also referred to the role of IBRD in monitoring
the management and budgeting of the Centers. Dr. Kelley also discussed
recent dialogue between AID and IBRD on funding of Centers.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



See Distribution ,- 2 -

Aside from a suggestion about AID support to the IITA budget and to

ILRAD and ILCA (see attached memorandum from Africa) no specific comments

were made about modifying the figures proposed in the tables attached

to. the draft Action Mediorandum. It was mentioned that same adjustments

might have to be made later in actual 1974 AID support to the individual

Centers based on need, but keeping within the $7.0 million ceiling.

3. Hesser expressed support for the proposed expanded program of IRRI

in the area of farming systems, particularly involving upland rice.

No dissent was voiced.

4. Cudney and Hornstein felt that Centers were not doing enough in nutrition.

(This also is mentioned in the attached memo giving comments of the

Africa Bureau). While several Centers are placing emphasis on the

development of new varieties that not only yield better but have improved

nutritional characteristics (e.g. better balanced protein), too little

seems to be done to link the crop improvement results with end use research.

It was agreed that this should be called to the attention of TAC. Perhaps

a first measure would be for the Centers to fully document ongoing and

planned work in the field of nutrition. This documentation could then

be used as a basis to determine what additional research seemed needed.

Distribution

1. All listed under "1" above
2. AFR/NARA, Ullmont James

AFR/DS, Princeton Lyman
ASIA/TECH, Robert Ballantyne
AA/TA, Joel Bernstein
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO TA/AGR, Mr. Mlo Cox DATE: July 13, 1973

FROM AFF/NARA, A L. Howard

SUBJECT: International Centers Week draft memorandum fr:m J. Bernstein to Dr. Hannah

With regard to the three international agricu~.ture research centers managed
by the Afriza Bureau, we would like to note the following points:

1. We would like to reserve final iudgmant on IITA's 1974 budget until
there has :een an opportunity to examine the Eank's fiscal/budget analysis.

2. We would urge that whatever the final pledge made to IITA for 1974
it be confi-ed to core costs only. All capitaL items are for construction
which woult be difficult to support.

3. We support the TAB position not to seek authority in FY 1974 and
1975 to cba--e the ceiling of $7 million whic- row limits A.I.D.'s contribu-
tions to te international research centers.

4. TIe proposed increase in A.I.D.'s co.-n'ribution to IITA's budget in
1974 by 3^^,0:- over the levels of 1973 and -975 is a matter of concern, in
part because other donor support might best be attracted this year so as not
to leave 7- with a shortfall next year. We recomend that $1.2 million
rather than 1.5 million would be the more appropriate figure for this
memo randun.

5. Th:ugh budget estimates are very provisional for TICA and ILPLD,
$300,000 for them in 1974 seems low. We thin- $600,000 more closely represents
anticipatei recuirements. We are also concerned that the 1975 projections
for TTFAJD a;- :0A are too modest. If present plans are implemented on
schedule A.-..'s contribution might need to be several hundred thousand
above the :-jected $600,000.

6. We concur in the Budget Format and Issues reconmendation in Annex B
and urge aiitional effort to assure the earliest acceptance of the Consulta-
tive Group Secretariat of responsibility for review and analysis of the
centers' a=_al budget submissions.

7. We believe a vigorous CGSecretariat/:AC role in developing or
recomending budget ceilings for the centers is most desirable and should be
actively sa:nt at the meeting.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the P.) roll Savings Plan
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8. We feel that the proposed U.S. positions for the ',C meeting noted
in Annex Cwhile otherwise appropriate, should be expanded to include the
following:

a. The section on agricultural mechanization should recognize that
information available to date indicates that conditions in -he tropical zone
call for some use of mechanization in the farming systems which IITA is
charged with developing. Furthermore, that we consider it essential that
these systems be conscientiously designed to provide for utilization of the
factors of production appropriate to the LDC economies. Therefore, the
objective should be one of determining systems using intemediate technologies
that avoid, among other things, inappropriate capital-inte-sive, labor
displacing practices.

b. A section should be added on nutrition callin for a study in
the coning year of the means by which the international cenzers might be most
effective in contributin- to nutrition strategy. We have in mind going beyond
present efforts of researchers to improve the protein qualiy and content in
foods, with such measures as having professional nutritioni representation
on TAC, including nutrition training in the centers dissemnation effort,
and other methods of improving the nutritional effects of research such as
timing the rele5se of ne;; varieties so as to give advantage to higher quality
varieties for til`ization.



December 10, 1973

MEMORANDUM

TO: TA/AGR, Mr. Omer J. Kelley

FROM: PPC/PDA, Robert Muscat

SUBJECT: Persons to Review International Agricultural
Research Centers

We lost track of your memc of August 28 on this subject due
personnel changes that occurred in our office. I want to
recommend Dana Dalrymple and Paul Isenman from my office and
also Herbert Turner (PPC/E) or someone he would nominate.
I would be interested in serving on such a team if time pernits.
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TTA/Z2., r:xr J. Kelley

fevicar of Interaticeal N\gricultural ' search Centers Su;gestons
of TPo.--s-- to Particiate

7½e U.S. (t '. 2ID) is cae of the ~raers of thC Cormlttive Grou
onIntraticl ericuture (C) whiIch "rovides the support for the

several interatic:al centers (CIP, CI"YT, CIT-, ICTSIT, IrITA a:d I7 l).
At the rcuest of its r:rtrs, the CG, thrcugh its Secretariat at the

orld Ba:nk, ic aming the reoility for perio2ic re-vics of these
Centers. The reviews will ½o cc:'cerm-d with both program a-d rnaernt.

nicpting rusts frem-l the C. oretariat For suggestiors of persns
who gt bo mil 'ualifiod to prticipa-te i such revitis, we 'vuld li

to veco~ a lis- tom lee n edne In yoticular, we fel ht n
a t rczi. sn+t area t-.C c t of,"

017o:innilrsore tald~si of h Ca-s. Veoirl,
or you to -. 1ges eros who, in your estiain, cofuld

o gori job en Cenor e-viws, keep iag in mrind the ephasizs on ianagemirt.

You)-r prc-qg ass istance will be appreciated.

DistriLution:

AA/TA, Erven L^>n

TAPI, ams J. -ert
TA/P,-3 Davi G. f :hAe:r/iG, Prircot n Ly' an

~AFPAlm Ull't L. James

ASI/TEH, chat J. -- dallanty-ne

LADPi:,Carl F. Varl iaef te-n
PPC/PDA, R~ert Jf. Ns

T/ZcGR, Milo C-ox
Guy Paird
Michael! Galli
Division Chiefs

TA/ GBBaird/sad/8-28-73
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T?/AG, CTr J. Kelley

Pvial of ,rrnaticga Aricultural Bcsearch Centers ---gsin
of PFrcenz to rartici-ate

U.. (tro AID) is one of the & tk- Crers of tec lt

several interratic~aal centers (CIP, CITr ' , CIC, ICM-A, IITA adi '
At the rcpiest of its mobers, the CG, thrcugh it- Secrtariat at the

orld. Ea, is as:in t re ibility for reriodlic rervice-s Of these
Centers. Te r / :l Ue ccmrned with both progran and rarage-ment.

nticiati: r s -r C5 fr-ar=iI forzsugastioiis of erson:s
vtorit e il uaif~dto pm sin sch ris, wemUld like

to 2...LO
arotst simncedis s ra - thez effctiver's of

use of ir ea eore at 1 . a or -me Certers. ]ccordincjl,
're wald 1 'cr you to sugs ¶eromvi, in your estaion could

do a ox- j a onCeter revi"s, e in d thC erghasis on maaent

You~r prct asistar.ce will be apprcciatcd.

AZVPA, Tilorcnt L Jas

7SC:/;:.G, L'b Ort T. alntn

3/DI/IID, C=r F. Varaften
PPC/PDA, ?ert J. Yusrcat
TIY/'GR, il CO7

G3uy E ard
richael Cali
Division Chiefs

TA/AL GEaird/sad/8-28-7 3



INFhORMATION MEMORANDUM FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR

TEROUGH: EXSEC

FRDM AA/TA, Joel Bernstein
V

SL3JECT: Yeeting of the Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research, November 1-2, 1973

T-e Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)
re: at the IBRD to address a number of issues concerning: the six
cngoing international centers; the two in the formative stages on
vestock in Africa; and, several proposed activities to be supported

by the Group. The Agenda of the meeting is attached.

The subject of primary concern was the 1974 funding requirements of
::e Centers and other related activities for which the CGIAR assumes
:inancial responsibility. Happily, funding intents expressed by the
donor members ($32-33 million) appear at this point to be adequate,
despite the substantially higher budget requirements in 1974 ($32-33
illion in 1974 vs. $23.3 million in 1973).± This encouraging

result is a continuing international vote of confidence in the
importance of this approach to agricultural research directed to the
needs of the LDCs.

C-Or financing of the Centers for 1974 is expected to be at the level
o: 57 million. Table A shows actual support for 1973, estimates of

c-r support for 1974 provided at the CGIAR meeting, and tentative

CGIAR donors (19) that expressed intent to support Centers' needs for
1974 are: UNDP, Sweden, IDB (subject to Board approval), Denmark,
Norway, Netherlands, Germany, Ford Foundation, Canada, Belgium,
Switzerland, U.K., IDRC (Canada), Australia, Japan, Rockefeller
Foundation, U.S., IBRD and France.



TABLE A

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CENTERS
1973-1975 Financing by AID
(estimates in $ millions)

2/ 3/
1973 1974 1975
(actual)

IRRI (TAB) .725 1.100 1.150

CIMMYT (TAB) 1.500 1.350 1.450

IITA (AFR) 1.200 1.500 1.800

CIAT (LA) .875 .950 1.600

ICRISAT (TAB) .745 1.000 2.400

CIP (TAB) .340 .550 .550
5.385 5.450 8.950

ILRAD (AFR) ---
.550

ILCA (AFR) --- 2.170

Genetic Resources ---
4/

WARDA~

5/
Others-

5.385 7.000 11.120

1/ Our share for 1973 IRRK funding turned out to be only $.725 million; $25,000
of the $750,000 we actually provided will be credited to cur contribution to
the 1974 budget.

2/ Planned allocation presented by U.S. representative. Indicated AID flexible
in shifting funds fror- IITA to other African centers, if helps in meeting
overall financing needs, or possibly in shifting part of tHe allocations
between other centers if necessary.

3/ Based on U.S. adhering to formula of 25% of the core and capital budgets,
and on best estimates available of requirements in 1975.

4/ A portion of the WARDA program (already supported by AFR) nay be included
in the CG's budget for at least a part of 1974 if supporting funds are
forthcoming.

5/ These could include for 1975 support for strengthened research in the mid-East,

and relay links for ICRISAT in Africa.

~A/AGR:11-12-73
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estimates for 1975 based on adherenc Tto support amounting to 25% of

the core and capital fund estimates.-

Other issues dealt with during the meeting, as shown in the Agenda,

will be commented on briefly in the following paragraphs:

1. CIAT Capital Requirements

At the meeting during International Centers Week (July 25-
August 3, 1973), reservation was expressed about the capital budget

of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT). The

$1.5 million proposal by CIAT for 1974 included funds that would be
attributed to Phase 1 of capital development (this phase is being

met in large part by the Rockefeller Foundation as planned. and

without AID support) and a $500,000 request for an airplane. The

Rockefeller Foundation volunteered to further review the C7AT budget
and to make available a report to CGIAR members before the November

meeting. The study by the Rockefeller Foundation recommends a

revised sum for capital funds for new and expanded programs at Palmira

($749,000 instead of the $1.0 million earlier proposed by CIAT). It
also recommends $200,000 in the 1974 CIAT budget (earlier requested
for 1975) for the equipment necessary for the research program at the

Carimagua Experiment Station in the Llanos. This support would enable

CIAT to implement the program endorsed by the July 1973 External

Review Team for Beef Production Systems. The Team recommended that

CIAT shift its emphasis from the coastal plains to the Llanos and

Campo Cerrado areas.

The CIAT Board of Trustees approved a revised capital budget

($994,000) based on the report of the Rockefeller Foundation, together

with a core budget amended to include an additional $100,000 (total of
$9.5 million). The CGAR accepted the revised submission without dissent.

1/ On September 24, 1973 the Administrator approved the position,

stated at the CGIAR meeting, that: "AID is prepared in principle

to provide up to 25% of the core and capital budget costs of the

international institutes, up to a maximum total of $13 million

in any one year, provided that the remaining 75% is forthcoming

from other sources. If it becomes possible to make Social

Progress Trust Fund repayments available for regular institute

budgets through the Inter-American Development Bank, these would

be included in the total. Specific pledges would continue to be

for individual institutes, subject to our review and approval of
fully developed proposals for each and to the provision by Congress

of adequate funds. Our pledge continues to be based on the assump-

tion that the institutes will continue to be assured of management

of comparable quality to that supplied in the past by the sponsoring
Foundations."
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2. African Livestock Projects

The sponsoring organizations, Rockefeller Foundation for ILRAD

and the IBRD and IDRC jointly for ILCA, presented oral progress reports.

These are summarized below:

a. International Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases -
(ILRAD) - Ten of the 12 members on the ILRAD Board of Trustees have been
appointed. These are: Sir Alexander Robertson (UK): H. C. Goodman (US,
presently with WHO): J. Pino (US, Rockefeller Foundation); M. Cohen (US,
retired Deputy to Paul Hoffman at UNDP): Prof. Zwart (Netherlands);
J. Mfuru (Dir. Agri., Kenya); I. E. Muriithi (Dir. Vet. Services, Kenya):
S. Toure (Senegal); E. H. Sadun (US), ex officio member. (Note: In

June 1973 Dr. Sadun was appointed by the CGIAR African Livestock Sub-
committee to be the Director of ILRAD.). On September 21, 1973, a

Memorandum of Agreement defining the conditions under which ILRAD will

be established and conduct its future operations in Kenya was finalized
with the Government of Kenya. The ILRAD Board will hold its first

meeting in Nairobi, Kenya on November 26 and 27, 1973. The ILRAD

Director is on duty in Kenya. It is expected that ILRAD will be legally

established in November and will initiate limited research activities
in early 1974. Temporary office and laboratory facilities will be used

until permanent quarters are available. Personnel, commodity procure-

ment, and construction activities will receive priority emphasis in 1974
and 1975.

b. International Livestock Center for Africa (ILCA) - Nine

of ILCA's 12 members of the Board of Trustees have been appointed.
:hese are: R. Hodgson (US); J. Pagot (France); D. Tribe (Australia);
W'. Shaefer Kehnert (Germany); E. Knutsson (Sweden); D. Pratt (UK);
M. C. Mensha (Dahomey); D. T.W. Mariam (Minister of Agriculture, Ethiopia);
and A. T. Gedamu, Planning Commissioner, Ethiopia.

The IBRD and the International Development Research Center (IDRC)
as the sponsoring agencies for ILCA convened a briefing meeting of the

members of the Board of Trustees in London on October 26 and 27, 1973.

At this conference the members informally agreed that Mr. Hodgson should

be Chairman of the Board and Mr. Mensha Vice Chairman. Also, Mr. Pagot

was chosen as Director General designate. It is anticipated that these

actions will be confirmed when the Board holds its first official meeting.
Messrs. Hodgson and Pagot are presently serving as consultants with

responsibilities associated with getting ILCA formally organized and

in operation. Its headquarters will be in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and
one research installation will be located in Ethiopia. It is contem-

plated that a Memorandum of Agreement covering the terms of ILCA's
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establishment and operation in Ethiopia will be executed during November

and that the Center will be legally organized during December 1973.

Prior to the opening of the afternoon session of the CGIAR

on November 1, Dr. Samuel C. Adams, Jr., AA/AFR joined with representa-

tives of Germany, Netherlands, International Development Association

(IDA), UNDP, and IDRC in signing documentation providing for a start-up

fund for ILRAD. This account will be administered by the IBRD and the

amount of that U.S. grant will be $100,000.

3. Gene:ic Resources Network

At the CGIAR meeting during Centers Week, because of inability

of members to fully agree on the TAC recommendations, a subcommittee

was set to study the subject further, and to report to the CGIAR during

its early November meeting. This subcommittee, wich AID participation,

met at FAO Headquarters in Rome on October 1-2, 1973.

It recommended, to govern the CGIAR sponsored activities, the

establishment cf an International Board for Plant Genetic Resources

consisting of 14 members of which 13 would be selected by the CGIAR

directly or through its Genetic Resources Subcommittee. FAO would

appoint one ex officio, non-voting members to the Board. No less than

four members would be nationals of developing countries, and not less

than six will be scientists. The headquarters and the Secretariat of

the Board would be at FAO in Rome. The Chairman -f the Board would be

elected by members of the Board in consultation with the Director

General of FAC.

The Board would recommend (to CGIAR or other supporting

groups) financing for appropriate institutions anc organizations

(national, regional and international, including TAO) for the further-

ance of its priority programs and projects. It would have at its

disposal a special fund, contributed by members of the CGIAR, both to

meet its budgetary expenses and to help carry out programs which it

had recommended. It would make appropriate arrangements with an

international organization, e.g., FAO, for the administration of such

a fund. FAO would be expected to provide the secretariat and other

central services to the Board.

The Subcommittee report recommends financing for 1974 to

provide a star: up budget for the Board. The amount requested was

$300,000 as a minimum. This would be expected to cover costs of

meetings, consultants for technical advice and exoloration, documen-

tation, training, and possibly some support to the FAO Secretariat.
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The CGIAR accepted the Subcommittee report with the provision
that the Board will be subject to the reporting and review arrangements
applicable to the international centers. Several donors expressed
intent to support the program envisaged under the aegis of the Board's
interest, and the following said they would contribute to the specific
needs for 1974 ($300,000): Sweden, Netherlands, Germany, U.K., and the
Rockefeller Foundation. ,.e do not expect to contribute to this in
1974 since there is no apparent need for additional funds. however,
we do accord high priority to this endeavor and anticipate selective
support starting perhaps in 1975.

4. INTSOY

At Centers Week a proposal from. the University of Illinois
and University of Puerto Rico for the establishment of an International
Soybean Resource Base (IKCSOY) was recommended by TAC for CG support,
with certain provisos. After some discussion by the CG, it was decided
that the Secretariats of CGIAR and TAC should consult with the University
of Illinois and with AID on how best to organize the proposed INTSOY
program so that the interests of all parties concerned (LDCs, CGIAR
members, and the Universi-y of Illinois on behalf of INTSOY) were
satisfied.

On September 12, 1973, the IBRD held a meeting with representa-
tives from Illinois and AID. It was assumed that the core budget of
INTSOY, covering research activities conducted in the U.S. (including
Puerto Rico),would be financed by the University with funds from AID
and interested U.S. foundations, and that CGIAR would not be asked to
mobilize funds for the core budget. It was recognized that the soybean
work at the other international centers that would be backstopped by
INTSOY would be covered in their regular program budgets. It was further
recognized that outreach activities are normally financed either by the
beneficiary government or organization out of its own funds, or else
out of bilateral aid funds which the donor and recipient agree should
be used for this purpose. It was agreed in the consultations that INTSOY
outreach activities should be similarly financed and that there should
be no need for CG to seek to mobilize funds directly for INTSOY outreach
activities.

Despite the fact that INTSOY would not be looking primarily
to the CGIAR for its financing, it was agreed that there would be
substantial advantages, both to INTSOY and to the CGIAR, for INTSOY
to be accepted formally by the CGIAR as the recognized International
Resource Base for research, training and outreach activities designed
to increase and improve soybean production and utilization in the LDCs,
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and, as such, to become part of the network of international agricultural

research activities sponsored by the CGIAR. Accordingly, the report

recommended to CGIAR that the Director of INTSOY meet with Center Directors

in their annual meetings; that INTSOY submit reports and conform to review

procedures consistent with those affecting other Centers; that INTSOY

participate in Centers Week; and that INTSOY have an international

advisory board constituted in consultation with CGIAR and TAC.

The report recommended the desirability of INTSOY having a
small working fund of a revolving nature to facilitate the formation
of a pool of travel staff for outreach programs (including training).
A limited fund of $300,000 was mentioned, and it was hoped that some
CGIAR members would contribute to establishment of such a fund.

At the CGIAR meeting, the Chairman sought an indication that

sufficient members would finance INTSOY outreach activities bilaterally,
and would contribute to the proposed revolving fund, to justify the

University of Illinois efforts to conform to the requirements of CGIAR
sponsorship. A number of members recognized the need for international

agricultural research networks to be able to effectively tap strong
resource institutions such as those represented by INTSOY. Yet, despite
strong support for the overall proposal from the CGIAR Chairman and the TAC
Chairman for this "test case" of an important new approach on a high
priority commodity, it was apparent that no suitable way had yet been
found to enable non-U.S. members of CGIAR to make funds available to the
University of Illinois or Puerto Rico per se. There was also some feeling
that CGIAR members had not had adequate time to consider the proposals and
alternatives.

After much discussion, it was concluded that the subject was

of such importance that a solution should be further pursued. In the

first place, the report by the IBRD will be referred to TAC for review

and advice. Secondly, availing of an offer made by IBRD, further atten-
tion will be given to other mechanisms that might serve to enable non-US

donors to avail of INTSOY resources for the needs of the LDCs.

5. WARDA

TAC has recommended conditional CGIAR support for some of the

activities in the proposal submitted by the West African Rice Development
Association program. Essentially these conditions called for an interna-

tional management free of national constraints -- corresponding to that

of the CGIAR supported international research centers -- for that activity
of WARDA which would be supported by CGIAR funds. Just prior to the

meeting, WARDA indicated acceptance of the conditions.
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Several CGIAR members expressed approval in principle of the

recommendation for financial support, but (aside from the U.S.) this

was not followed by statements of willingness to actually provide

financial support. In part, this might have resulted from lack of

time by donor institutions to give sufficient attention to this matter,

since this proposal (like INTSOY) was finalized probably after their

1974 financing decisions had been reached. The impression was gained

that the Netherlands, Belgium and Canada might be prepared to look

further into the prospect. It is understood that the IBRD will follow

up with prospective donors in the hope that some CGIAR support might

be made available to WARDA in 1974.

6. A Brochure on International Agricultural Research

At the last CGIAR meeting the Chairman asked UNDP, FAO and

IBRD (the three co-sponsors of CGIAR) to develop specific recommenda-

tions :cr consideration at the November meeting. The recommendations

included: a proposed outline of contents; editions in French, English

and Spanish; first printing of 15,000 copies (total); drafting by the
Ford and Rockefeller Foundations; and, that it should be a publication

of the CGIAR.

In general CGIAR members supported the need for such a publica-

tion al:hough some voiced reservation about inclusion of interpretative

informnaion on subjects such as placing the "Green Revolution" in per-

spective. It was agreed to ask the Foundations to proceed with the

draft which will be circulated to CGIAR members for review.

7. Data Requirements of the CGIAR

In the preceding meeting it was agreed that there was a need

for an improved data base for the CGIAR's work. Such information would

not only7 help determine priorities for international agricultural

research, but would also indicate potential returns from such research

and help donors justify their contributions to that research. The

staffs of FAO and IBRD were asked to consider the matter and make recommen-

dations to the CGIAR.

The two agencies recommended that a working committee be

established to carry further the investigation and development of this

subject. The committee would be composed of representatives of the

three co-sponsors of the CGIAR: FAO, UNDP and IBRD. It was also
recommended that in view of the extent of material and experience

available to AID, that it would be invited to participate, as would
representatives of any other Group members with special interest.
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As part of the interim documentation, some very useful informa-
tion was assembled by Dr. Robert Evenson of Yale University. Also,
Dr. Dana Dalrymple (USDA/ERS-AID/PPC) had available one of his publica-
tions on spread of high yielding varieties in the LDCs. Both commented
on their data.

The CGI-2 endorsed the recommendations of the FAO-UNDP-Bank
group. AID has designated Dr. Dalrymple to work with the committee.

8. TAC Pricrity Paper

A paper on this subject, made available shcr:ly before Centers
Week, was revised as a result of the review by TAC and after taking into
consideration suggestions made by CGIAR members. The revised version
still lists the first order of priority as research o= major food sources --
cereals, legumes, starchy products (roots and tubers, and ruminant
livestock. Need is recognized to more effectively address some high
priority input problems (e.g., water management), but as a starting point
strengthened work in these areas is encouraged as par: of the international
center activities. Stress is placed on the need to s:rengthen the national
capabilities for acricultural research.

As a resJlt of the Socio-Economic Seminar held during Centers
Week, TAC reflects more specifically in its priority paper, need for
socio-economic research both as an integral part of Center programs as
well as in a broader context. Likewise, as a consequence of a statement
by the U.S. member of CGIAR, TAC reflects the importance of the nutrition
dimension of food requirements in its priority paper and plans to consider
further strengthening of this dimension of CGIAR work at its next meeting.

The TAC priority paper contains financial :rojections for the
current and planned CGIAR-supported activities. Esti.ates show a total
need (recurrent costs and capital costs) of about $5L million in 1977
and $70 million in 1980.. Corresponding figures for ou:reach programs
(bilaterally funded) are $11.4 million and $17.3 million.

In general the CGIAR members were complimen:ary of this report.
The Chairman of TAC mentioned a number of further revisions which, for
the most part, were explanatory or of a modifying nature rather than
representing any major changes. Several members expressed the view that
CGIAR support for research should be limited to food as opposed to non-
food crops.

It was concluded that, following further review of this paper
by TAC, it should be published and distributed by FAC.
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A related matter was a letter from the Secretary General of
UNCTAD asking the CGIAR to consider support for research on cotton,
jute, hides and skins, and rubber. In view of the preoccupation of
TAC with food related research, he also suggested the establishment
of a parallel TAC that would deal with research on the processing and
utilization of non-food crops.

It was agreed by the CGIAR that no second TAC was called for,
and that the Chairman would respond to the Secretary General reiterating
the continuing highest priority it accords to research directed toward
food.

9. Center Review Procedure

At the CGIAR meeting during Centers Week, a subcommittee was
set uD to further study this subject. This subcommittee met in
Washington on September 14, 1973 with the AA/TA as U.S. representative.

The report recommends on three types of reviewing and reporting
of Centers work: (1) periodic scientific assessments of the content,
progress, goals, prospects, etc., of Center programs; (2) annual budget
and financial management analyses; (3) annual integrative overview
assessment of the total CG supported activities, current and prospective,
projecting financial costs and availabilities and identifying program
and financial issues that should be addressed by the CGIAR. The draft
report of the subcommittee is attached as Appendix 1.

The subcommittee report reflects a CGIAR desire to reconcile
the need to preserve the management integrity of Center Directors and
Boards and the working morale of the scientific staff, which are essen-
tial bases for donor support, with the donors' need for assurance that
their funds are being used effectively for the purposes intended. A
number of innovations are proposed. The result is consistent with AID
views on the subject, and provides a rational basis for review
procedures which should meet the basic needs of all CGIAR donors.

The subject was discussed at considerable length and a number
of suggestions were made, but in general the report was considered
basically acceptable. It was agreed that Mr. Bell would revise the
draft of the report in light of the discussion, and circulate to CGIAR
members for comment.
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A sub-item in the Agenda "Projection of Medium-term Global

Finazzial Requirements; and Identification of Program and Financial

Issues" is a part of the area covered by the subcommittee report on
Reviev Procedures.

I>. Indication of Financial Support of Group-Endorsed Activities,
1974 and 1975.

This was commented on in part at the beginning of this
memcrandum. This year, to a greater extent than in former years,
CGIAR donors provided more specific information in the allocation of
their intended contribution for 1974. This will be useful to IBRD in

assessing the likely adequacy or deficit of support for individual
centers. While not all donors were explicit, most expressed an intent
to ccntinue 1975 support at levels not less than -- and hopefully

larger than -- those proposed for 1974.

IDB reported that the management had proposed for 1974 $4
million to support international agricultural research in LA. Of this,

$2 =illion would be in support of capital and core budgets (depending
on deficits) of the three centers in LA (CIMMYT, CIAT and CIP). This

contribution would come from loan reflows (local currency) into the
Social Progress Trust Fund made available to IDB by the U.S. This

proposal is expected to go to the IDB Board promptly, and a reaction
is aroicipated before the end of the year. If accepted, this would

provide the first IDB support of the regular budgets of Centers, although
it has been financing special Center training projects for Latin American

researchers.

Australia and France are new donor members of the CGIAR,

star:ing in 1974. France expects to provide $100,000 to the starter
fund of ILCA, and Australia said $100,000 would be given to the core

budget of IRRI for 1975 with the understanding that it could be made
available in 1974. Japan's contribution continues to be disappointingly

smal-.

1. Role of CG Representatives of Developing Areas

The LDCs are represented on the CGIAR by one person and his

alternate from each of the five FAO regions covering developing countries.
The representative for LA from Argentina wrote to the Secretariat asking
that the above-noted subject be discussed at the CGIAR meeting. He
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suggested that one of the responsibilities of the members from the
Developing Areas "might be to act as a liaison in the outreach activities
between the National Agencies of Agricultural Research of the countries
which areas of influence are located in these regions, and the Consultative
Group."

A number of donor members commented on the opportunity of the
members from the LDCs to inform their regions about the CGIAR -- what
it is, what it dces. It was suggested that these members might well
report CGIAR activities more fully through the Regional Conferences of
FAO, and that FAC should consider development of supplemental opportuni-
ties. All seemed to agree on the need for greater ~-C awareness of CGIAR
activities.

12. Other

Special recognition was accorded by the C-AR members to the
outgoing Chairman, Mr. Richard Demuth. He is succeeded by Mr. Warren
C. Baum, one of the Vice Presidents of the IBRD. . Michael L. Hoffman,
Director of the International Relations Department ef the Bank has been
named as Vice Chairman.

No objection was expressed to a proposal :c change the TAC
tenure provisions to a calendar year basis.

The next CGIAR meeting will be held during International
Centers Ueek which begins July 29, 1974.

Attachment

TA/AGR/GBBaird/sad/ll-21-73



CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH

1818 H St., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Telephone (Area Code 202) 477-3592

Cable Address - INTBAFRAD October 16, 1973

CONSULTATIVE GROUP MEETING

November 1-2, 1973
IBRD Board Room

PROVISIONAL iGENDA

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Progress reports
a. CIAT capital requirements

(Document distributed by Group Secretariat, September 25, 1973)
(Document CG 73/2a)

b. African livestock projects
c. Genetic resources

(Document being distributed by TAC Secretariat)
d. INTSOY

(Document CG 73/2d)
e. WARDA

(Documents CG 73/2e.l and CC 73/2e.2)

3. Preparation and publication of brochure
(Document CC 73/3)

4. Data requirements of Consultative Group
(Documents CC 73/4, CG 73/4.1 and CG 73/4.2)

5. TAC priorities paper
(Document distributed by Group Secretariat, October 8, 1973)

a. UNCTAD le:er
(Documents CG 73/5a.1 and CG 73/3a.2)

6. Report of the Bell Subcommittee
(Document distributed by Group Secretariat, October 5, 1973)

a. Center review procedures (pp. 1-6)
b. Projection of medium-ter- global financial requirements; and

identirication of program and financial issues (p. 7)

7. Indication of financial support of Group-endorsed activities,
1974 and 1975

8. Role of representatives of developing areasa!
(Document CG 73/8)

9. Other

10. Press release

11. Date and place of next meeting

a/ Introduced at the request of a Latin American regional representative.



Draft Report

Sub-Committee on Review Procedures
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

The terms of reference for this sub-committee, as stated by
Chairman Demuth on August 2, 1973, were:

1. To examine and specify the review and information require-
ments of the Consultative Group

2. To bring forward a report to the CG suggesting how these
requirements should be met.

Rezqirements

1. With respect to the current and prospective work of each

agricultural Center (or CG-endorsed activity), the members
of the CG need:

a. Accurate, current information on the programs of the
Center, in a form which permits non-scientists to
understand the objectives and significance of the
programs, the progress that has been achieved and

is anticipated, and the costs of each program;

b. Assurance from reliable external reviewers that

the scientific and technical aspects of the Centers'
work, both current and prospective, are soundly
based; and

c. Assurance from reliable external reviewers that funds 7ade

available to the Center are being used for the

purposes intended and with reasonable efficiency,

that its future budget proposals are a prudent

financial expression of well-planned programs, and
that current and projected expenditure patterns

reflect the stated program priorities.

2. With respect to the system of Centers to which the CG
contributes financial support (the word system is used

here to mean the Centers as a group and their relations
to each other and to the national agricultural programs
which they serve), the members of the CG need, in

addition to material concerning each Center, analytical
information placing the present and proposed work of
each Center in context of the system as a whole, setting
forth forward estimates of financial requirements and
availabilities, and identifying issues and alternatives
for consideration.
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Recorendations for Meeting these Requirements

he sub-committee considers that it is important to meet these
requirements in ways which will place the least possible burdens on the
Centers and run the least possible risk of intruding on the responsibili-
ties :f their boards and management. Fortunately, in the sub-committee's
view, many of the Centers' own requirements for information and review
coincide with those of the CG, and we have designed our recommendations
in wa7s which we believe will minimize the establishment of additional
or se-arate reporting and review processes.

-. With regard to Requirement 1-a above, (accurate information
on each Center's program) we believe CG requirements will
be satisfied if each Center furnishes before Centers' Week

three documents: (i) an adequate annual program-budget
submission, (ii) adequate annual reports on its research,
training, and ourteach activities, and (iii) an independent

financial audit. It is our impression that each Center

intends to follow these practices.

We recommend that the CG Secretariat review the adequacy

of the information provided in annual program-budget
submissions, in annual published reports by each Center,
and in the annual independent audited accounts, and
suggest improvements (and offer continuing technical
assistance) where warranted.

-. With regard to Requirement 1-b above, (external review
of the scientific and technical soundness of each Center's
program), we believe CG requirements are quite similar to
those of each Center's board and management.

a. The CG needs an independent assessment of any major
change proposed in the research program of any Center,
in the year in which the change is proposed (as for
example the proposal made by IRRI in the current year

to embark on a substantial increase next year in

its research on rain-fed rice). Before putting such

a proposal forward in its annual program budget, a
Center will necessarily have considered it carefully,
including reviews by its senior staff, by its board
of trustees, and quite possibly by external experts.
The CG looks to the TAC to provide recommendations
on such a proposal, and the TAC's review can
normally be accomplished by assigning one or more
of its members or consultants to visit the Center,
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quite possibly in conjunction with some stage of the
Center's own consideration of the proposal. If a
more elaborate review process is desired by the TAC,
that can be laid on to fit the circumstances of a
particular case.

We recommend that the TAC establish a regular
procedure for reviewing major changes proposed by
any Center in the annual program budget, this procedure
is to include advance notificaticr by the Center to
TAC, visits (if necessary) to the Center on TAC's
behalf, and any other steps deemed necessary by TAC
to permit it to make sound reconnendations to the CG.

b. The CG also needs periodic independent external
assessments of the overall scientific quality and
effectiveness of each Center, and of the continuing
need for its work. Such assessments are not appro-
priate on an annual basis, but s:uld be scheduled
no less frequently than five years. Such assessments
are equally needed by the Centers themselves, and it
is the practice of the Centers tc organize them
(sometimes separately for major segments of the
research program, rather than for a Center as a whole).
The CG looks to the TAC to assure that such periodic
external assessments are made on its behalf; it would
seem feasible for the TAC to mee: its responsibilities
in most cases by (1) assuring itself that the Center's
own assessment process is adequate, and (2) participating
in the Center's assessment process by mutual agreement
with the Center's Director. If :he TAC considers it
necessary, it can lay on a special assessment process
separate from that organized by :he Center for its
own purposes.

We recommend that (1) the TAC and the Centers develop
an agreed forward schedule, and agreed standards and
methods, for conducting such periodic external scientific
assessments; (2) the TAC adopt a regular procedure for
participating in such assessments, reviewing their
results, making any independent assessments it may
consider necessary, and reporting its judgments to
the CG.

We recognize that meeting these requirements will
place increased demands on the IAC in terms of
professional talent, time, and resources.
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3. With regard to Requirement 1-c above, the sub-committee
feels on somewhat less secure ground, and believes that
some experimentation will be necessary. It is clear that
the CG needs the results of an external independent
budget and financial review of each Center, each year
(as long as budgeting and financing are handled by the
CG on an annual basis). We think the logical locus of
responsibility for making such a review is the Secretariat
of the CG. The review should be based on all information
available in annual reports, budgets, etc. It should
focus on the relationship of program to expenditures,
examining for the last completed year the extent to which
actual manpower and costs of program components have differed
from those budgeted, and for the future the relationship
of the proposed distribution of expenditures to stated program
goals and priorities and distinguishing real program increases
from cost increases resulting from salary changes, inflation,
and currency revaluations. Discussion of real program
increases should distinguish new program components from
expansion of existing programs.

The review should reach judgments on the extent to which
proposed budget costs are reasonable and result in a tight
but workable financial plan, and should identify weaknesses
and issues concerning the budget which should be brought
to the attention of the CG. It is clear that the better
the annual programming and budgeting process of each Center
is, the simpler and easier it will be to conduct a useful
annual review on behalf of the CG. There is also a question
of timing which leads the sub-committee to suggest that
Center budgets should be made available at least in preliminary
draft form each year no later than March 31, so that reviews
on behalf of the CG can be completed well in advance of
Centers Week at the beginning of August.

We recommend that (1) the Centers be asked to submit
preliminary draft budgets to the CG no later than March 31st;
(2) the Secretariat of the CG conduct a continuing process
of advice and technical assistance intended to help the
Centers improve their processes for programming and budgeting;
and (3) the Secretariat of the CG conduct annual reviews
of the financial statements and program/budget proposals
of each Center. The Secretariat reports should be discussed
in draft form with Center Directors while the Centers are
continuing to review and revise their own draft proposed
program and budget submissions. When the Centers have finished
such submissions, the Secretariat should complete its reports
which would be circulated to CG members in advance of Centers
Week, along with any comments the Directors wish to make on
the reviews of their institutions.
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4. With regard to Requirement 2 above (integrative analysis
of the system of Centers), the sub-committee finds itself
on even more uncertain ground. We think the need of the
CC is unmistakable for a single analytical paper, prepared
annually in advance of Centers' Week, which sets out the
global financial requirements and availabilities for
ongoing and proposed programs for some years to come, and
identifies issues which the CG should address. We think
it is clear that the paper should be prepared by the
Secretariat of the CG, drawing on information and advice
from Center submissions, TAC program reviews, Secretariat
financial and budget reviews, and other sources. We
consider that it will be necessary to move in this direction
step by step; to begin with, for example, the paper may
not be able to say much about future availabilities of
financial resources. Moreover, progress in preparing such
an analytical paper may be slow since it will place
substantially increased demands on the Secretariat in terms
of professional talent, time, and resources. The important
first step is to recognize the need and place responsibility
for meeting it.

We recommend that the Secretariat of the CG prepare
each year in advance of Centers' Week, an integrative
paper placing the programs and budgets of the several
Centers as well as activities under consideration
in a single framework, projecting financial costs
and availabilities, and identifying program and
financial issues which should be addressed by the
CC. We suggest that the paper be prepared in draft
form for Centers' Week, and revised and brought up
to date prior to the CC meeting in November.

(The sub-committee has noted the probability that in the future
CC will need periodically - perhaps every five years - an overall
assessment of the usefulness, accomplishments, and deficiencies of the
svs:em of Centers in the context of the worldwide problems to which
the Centers' work is addressed. Such an overall assessment should
presumably be prepared by, or commissioned by, the TAC. In view of
the more immediate needs addressed in the present report, and the
amount of work needed to meet them, it seems best to defer for the
time being consideration of this additional requirement.)
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IN>ORMATION MEMORANDUM FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR

THROUG-E: EXSEC

FR:M: AA/TA, Joel Bernstein

SE3JECI: Meeting of the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research, November 1-2, 1973

The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)
me: at the IBRD to address a number of issues concerning: the six
ongoing international centers; the two in the formative stages on
li'-:estcck in Africa; and, several proposed activities to be supported
by the ,roup. The Agenda of the meeting is attached.

Tne subject of primary concern was the 1974 funding requirements of
the Centers and other related activities for which the CGIAR assumes
financial responsibility. Happily, funding intents expressed by the
donor aembers ($32-33 million) appear at this point to be adequate,
despi:e te substantially higher budget requirements in 1974 ($32-33
milin in 1974 vs. $23.3 million in 1973).1/ This encouraging

result is a continuing international vote of confidence in the
importance of this approach to agricultural research directed to the
needs of the LDCs.

Our financirz of the Centers for 1974 is expected to be at the level
of 87 million. Table A shows actual support for 1973, estimates of
o support for 1974 provided at the CGIAR meeting, and tentative

1/ CCIAR donors (19) that expressed intent to support Centers' needs for
1974 are: UNDP, Sweden, IDB (subject to Board approval), Denmark,
Norway, Netherlands, Germany, Ford Foundation, Canada, Belgium,
Switzerland, U.K., IDRC (Canada), Australia, Japan, Rockefeller
Foundation, U.S., IBRD and France.



TABLE A

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CENTERS
1973-1975 Financing by AID
(estimates in $ millions)

2/ 3/
1973 1974 1975

-(actual)

IRRI (TAB3 
.725- 1.100 1.150

CIMMYT (TAB) 1.500 1.350 1.450

IITA (AFR) 1.200 1.500 1.800

CIAT ('1 .875 .950 1.600

IRI SAT ) .745 1.000 2.400

CP 
.340 .550.55

5.385 6.450 8.50

.550
---- 2.170

5.385 7.000 11.120

ha o 3 RI funding turned out to be only $.725 million; $25,000ofe 17 0 e acuually provided will be credited to our contribution tothe 1974 b-UoGe

anned ocaz- presented by U.S. representative. Indicated AID flexibles n r trom IITA to other African centers, if helps in meetingoveraIl ffnanci- needs, or possibly in shifting part of the allocationsbetween otner 9en ers if necessary.

3_/ Based on U.S. adhering to formula of 25% of the core and capital budgets,and on bes: estizates available of requirements in 1975.

A portion of the :ARDA program (already supported AFR) may be includedin tne CC's budget for at least a part of 1974 if supporting funds areforthcoming.

5/ These could -- -or 1975 support for strengthened research in the mid-East,
and relay links for ICRISAT in Africa.

TA/AGR:l1-12--73
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estimates for 1975 based on adherenc Tto support amounting to 25% of
the core and capital fund estimates.

Other issues dealt with during the meeting, as shown in the Agenda,
will be commented on briefly in the following paragraphs:

1. CIAT Capital Requirements

At the meeting during International Centers Week (July 25-
August 3. 1973), reservation was expressed about the capital budget
of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIA:). The
$1.5 million proposal by CIAT for 1974 included funds that would be
attributed to Phase I of capital development (this phase is being
met in large part by the Rockefeller Foundation as planned, and
without AID support) and a $500,000 request for an airplane. The
Rockefeller Foundation volunteered to further review the CIAT budget
and to make available a report to CGIAR members before the November
meeting. The study by the Rockefeller Foundation recommends a
revised u for capital funds for new and expanded programs at Palmira
($74,000 instead of the $1.0 million earlier proposed b- CIAT). It
also mends $200,000 in the 1974 CIAT budget (earlier requested
for for the equipment necessary for the research program at the

ara E rment Station in the Llanos. This support would enable
I o ilement the -srogram endorsed by the July 1973 xternal

Revie- Team for Beef Production Systems. The Team recommended that
I7 shift its emphasis from the coastal plains to the Llanos and
amp c Cra dc areas.

e TlAT Board of Trustees approved a revised capital budget
(s99;,00) based on the report of the Rockefeller Founda:ion, together
with a tore budget amended to include an additional S100,000 (total of
$9 5 iion1 ). The CC:AR accepted the revised submission without dissent.

_1 On September 24, 1973 the Administrator approved the position,
staced at the CGIAR meeting, that: "AID is prepared in principle
to provide up to 25% of the core and capital budget costs of the
international ins:itutes, up to a maximum total of Sl3 million
in any one year, provided that the remaining 75% is forthcoming
from other sources. If it becomes possible to make Social
Progress Trust Fund repayments available for regular institute
budgets through the Inter-American Development Bank. these would
be included in the total. Specific pledges would continue to be
for individual institutes, subject to our review anc approval of
fully developed proposals for each and to the provision by Congress
of adequate funds. Our pledge continues to be based on the assump-
tion that the institutes will continue to be assured of management
of comparable quality to that supplied in the past by the sponsoring
Foundations."
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2. African Livestock Projects

The sponsoring organizations, Rockefeller Foundation for ILRAD
and the IBRD and IDRC jointly for ITCA, presented oral progress reports.
These are sumArized below:

a International Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases -
(IRAD) - Ten of the 12 members on the ILRAD Board of Trustees have been
appointed. These are: Sir Alexander Robertson (UK): H. C. Goodman (US,
presently with WHO): J. Pino (US, Rockefeller Foundation); M. Cohen (US,
retired Deputy to Paul Hoffman at UNDP): Prof. Zwart (Netherlands);.uru (Dir. Agri., Kenya); I. E. Muriithi (Dir. Vet. Services, Kenya):
S. Tour- (Senegal); E. H. Sadun (US), e: officio member. (Note: In
June 1973 Dr. Sadun was appointed by the CGIAR African Livestock Sub-
commirtee to be the. Director of ILRAD.). On September 21, 1973, a
Memorandum of Agreement defining the conditions under which ILRAD will
be established and conduct its future operations in Kenya was finalized
with the Government of Kenya. The ILRAD Board will hold its first
meeting in Nairobi, Kenya on November 26 and 27, 1973. The ILRAD

ec0to is on duty in Kenya. It is expected that ILRAD will be legally
eStalished i'- Novembe- and will initiate limited research activities

- eorary office and laboratory facilities will be used
ouarters are available. Personnel, commodity procure-n2 an c-ons:ruction activities will receive priority emphasis in 1974

ternaional Livestock Center for Arica (ILCA) - Nine
f IL eers of the Board of Trustees have been apointed.

ar:; Hcdgson (US); J. Pagot (France); D. Tribe (Australia):
1e '1hrt (G rmany); E. Knutsson (Sweden); D. Pratt (UK);

Cm y; D. T.W. Mariam (Minister of Agriculture, Ethiopia);
• 7 a Planning Commissioner, Ethiopia.

TheIBP, an the International Development Research Center (IDRC)
a9 te sponsoring agencies for ILCA convened a briefing meeting of the

moners cf the Board of Trustees in London on October 26 and 27, 1973.
tis conferen-ce the members informally agreed that Mr. Hodgson should

be Carmar. o f the Board and Mr. Mensha Vice Chairman. Also, Mr. Pagotas chosen as Director General designate. It is anticipated that these
-tons will be confirmed when the Board holds its first official meeting.

s. hcdgson and Pagot are presently serving as consultants with
eSponibilities associated with getting ILCA formally organized and

cnperation. Its headquarters will be in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and
one research installation will be located in Ethiopia. It is contem-
plated that a emorandum of Agreement covering the terms of ILCA's
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establishme:t and operation in Ethiopia will be executed during November
and that the Center will be legally organized during December 1973.

ior to the opening of the afternoon session of the CGIAR
on November 1, Dr. Samuel C. Adams, Jr., AA/AFR joined with representa-
tives of Germany, Netherlands, International Development Association
(IDA), UIND, and ILRC in signing documentation providing for a start-up
fund for Ii_.LD. This account will be administered by the IBRD and the
amount of ::..a: U.S. grant will be $100,000.

3. J atic Resources Network

- the CGIAR meeting during Centers 4eek, because of inability
of members :- fully agree on the TAC recommenda:ions, a subcommittee
was set tc 2:udy the subject further, and to retort to the CGIAR during
its early ": eLbar meeting. This subcommittee, with AID participation,
met aL F-.C hEadquarters in Rome on October 1-2, 1973.

recomnded, to govern ohe-CIAR sponsored activities, the
esbi oa Interational Ecard for Plan: Genetic Resources
consisi mmbers o which 13 would be selected by the CGIAR
direc its Genetic Resources Subconittee. FAO would
appoi2 on, -- , non-voting members to the Board. No less than
our bdbe nationals of developing ecuntries, and not less

than :i ists. The headruarters and the Secretariat of
e at -AO in Rome. The Chairman of the Board would be

elecrs of the board in consultaticn with the Director
Genera .

Board would recomnend (to CGIAR or other supporting
gou ing fo r appropriate institutions and organizations
(natie-. ional and international, including FAO) for the further-
ance o ior-ty programs and projects. It would have at its
disco ial fund, contributed by members of the CCIAR, both to

mr expenses and to help carry cut programs which it
had recm ad. It would make appropriate arrangements with an
int ai organizazion, e.g., FAO, for the administration of such
a fund. -,.-ould be expected to provide the secretariat and other
centr L e:-c s to the Board.

Subcommittee report recommends financing for 1974 to
provide a 5:art up budget for the Board. The amount requested was
$300,001 as a minimum. This would be expected to cover costs of
meetings, co-sultants for technical advice and exploration, documen-
ation, treizing, and oossibly some support to the FAO Secretariat.
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The CGIAR accepted the Subcommittee report with the provision
that the Board will be subject to the reporting and review arrangements
applicable to the internaticnal centers. Several donors exressed
intent to support the 7rogram envisaged under the aegis of the Board's
interest, and the following said they would contribute to the specific
needs for 1974 ($300,003): Svecen, Netherlands, Germany, U.K., and the
Rockefeller Foundat 4 on. We do not expect to contribute to this in
1974 slicc there is no apparent need for additional funds. However,
we do accord high prio rty -o this endeavor and anticipate selective
support sarting pnrhaps in 1975.

.N IT SOy

_t -Centers Week a proposal from the University of Illinois
and University of Puer:o Rico for the establishment of an International
Soybean Resource Base TSY)was rcommD E:nded by TAC for CG support,
with c aifte e d iscusion by the CC, it was decided
that te s CGIAR and TAC shouid consult with the University
of Il i i b t ranize the proposed INTSOY
progra i t f l ares concerned (LDCs, CGIAR

e ri i or Ilinois on behalf of INTSCY) were

e IBR hla a meeting with represent-
Lives l It s assumed that the core fudget of
INTS0 7i &C'Ac i conducted in the U.S. (including
Puert to n the University with funds from AID
a7 nd inereed U. Fain; and that CGIAR would not be asked to

funds o e core budget. It was recognized that the soybean
work th e international cEnters that would be backstopped by

NTS I o beC-_ co.ver ec fn their regular program budgets. It was further
co e that uactivites are normally financed either by the

beniiary governcment organization out of its own funds, or else
out of iaerl id ds wh-ch the donor and recipient agree should
-e usnc or hi purp-'ose- It was agreed in the consultations that INTSOY
otreach acivis should be similarly financed and that there should
be no reed 'Fr CG to see? to nmobiliize funds directlv for INTsoy outreach
activiies.

Despite the fact that INTSOY would not be looking primarily
to the -GIAR for its financing, it was agreed that there would be
substantial advantages, both to INTSOY and to the CGI-AR, for INTSOY
to be accepted formally by the CGIAR as the recognized International
Resource Base for research, training and outreach activities designed
to increase and improve soybean production and utilization in the LDCs,
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and, as such, to become part of the network of international agricultural
research activities sponsored by the CGIAR. Accordingly, the report
recommended to CGLAR that the Director of INTSOY meet with Center Directors
in their anr*;al meetings; that INTSOY submit reports and conform to review
procedures conSistent with those affecting other Centers; that INTSOY
participate C--Cnters Week; and chat INTSOY have an international
advisory board constituti'ed in consultation with CGIAR and TAC.

recomended the desirability of INTSOY having a
small working fund of a revolving nature to facilitate the formation
of a pool cf :ravel staff for outrac programs (including training).
A limite d of $300,000 was inEntiored, and it was hoped that some
CGLR mebrs uould contribute tLo establishment of such a fund.

: the CJIAR meeting, the Chairman sought an indication that
suffic <e-s would finance INTSOY outreach activities bilaterally,
and vould c to the p-oposec revolving fund, to justify the
Univer yo i s effC to conform to the requirements of CGIAR
sponsor. er of ebr rcognized the need for international
agricu- t e able to effectively tap strong
resource ionsuh as'hos represented by INTSOY. Yet, despite
strong Suppe7 Lr7th overall propoai from the CGIAR Chairman and the TAC

hcase of an imr ant new approach on a high
ro iy t w'as apparent that no suitable way had yet been

rounc o. r ofG to make funds available to the
Unver I- ois or P'uer o i Co pe r se. There was also some feeling

:nat _D a not had adequate time to consider the proposals and

h discussion, it was concluded that the subject was
of suc impor hnc that a solution should be further pursued. In the
first teport by the IBRD U'i be referred co TAC for review
and advice. cl availing of an offer made by IBRD, further atten-

iv to other mechanisms that might serve to enable non-US
orers to a - 'INTSOY resources for the needs of the LDCs.

:ecommended cond :onal (GIAR support for some of the
activities i. : 7 osal submitted by the -est African Rice Development
AssociatiC :pogam7 Essentially these conditions called for an interna-
tional mana-ement ree or national constraints -- corresponding to that
of the CGIAR, supported international research centers -- for that activity
of WARDA which would be supported by CGIAR funds. Just prior to the
meeting, WI21A inicated acceptance of the conditions.
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Several CGIAR members expressed approval in principle of the
recommendation for financial support, but (aside from the U.S.) this
was not followed by statements of willingness to actually provide
financial support. In part, this might have resulted from lack of
tine by donor institutions to give sufficient attention to this matter,
since this proposal (like INTSOY) was finalized probably after their
19_% financing decisions had been reached. The impression was gained
that the Netherlands, Belgium and Canada might be prepared to look
further into the prospect. It is understcod that the IBRD will follow
up with prospective donors in the hope that some CGIAR support might
be nade available to WARDA in 1974.

Brochure on International Agricultural Research

At the last CGIAR meeting the Chairman asked UNDP, FAO and
IB?: (the three co-sponsors of CGIAR) to develop specific recommenda-
ticas :or consideration at the November meeting. The recommendations
inccded: a proposed outline of contents; editions in French, English
anc opanisn; :rst printing f15,000 copies (total); drafting by the
cr: an a cufeller F undatiouns; and, that it should be a publication

of :he CGI.

::neral CGIAR members supported the need for such a publica-
tic. alcough nm voniced reservation about inclusion of interpretative
in_':-r:ic o su'jects such as placing the "Green Revolution" in per-

s:.as agreoed to ask the Foundations to proceed with the
dra: -i will be rculated to CGIAR members for review.

. Dat Recuirements of the CGIAR

n :2e preceding meeting it was agreed that there was a need
fo: an iproved data Dase for the CCIAR's work. Such information would
no:nly h: i d etermnine priorities for international agricultural
res earca, tould also indicate potential returns from such research
anc hel donors justify their contributions to that research. The
sta::s oFAO and IBpj were asked to consider the matter and make recommen-
dations t: the CGIAR.

e two age.cies recommended that a working committee be
established to carry further the investigation and development of this
subject. The committee would be composed of representatives of the
three co-sponsors of the CGIAR: FAO, UNDP and IBRD. It was also
recommended that in view of the extent of material and experience
available to AID, that it would be invited to participate, as would
representatives of any other Group members with special interest.
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As part of the interim documentation, some very useful informa-
tion was assembled by Dr. Robert Evenson of Yale University. Also,Dr. Dana Dalrymple (USDA/ERS-AID/PPC) had available one of his publica-
tions on spread of high yielding varieties in the LDCs. Both commented
on their data.

The CGIAR endorsed the recommendations of the FAO-UNDP-Bank
group. AID has designated Dr. Dalrymple to work with the committee.

8. TAC Priority Paper

A paper on this subject, made available shortly before CentersWeek, was revised as a result of the review by TAC and after taking intoconsideration suggestions made by CGIAT members. The revised version
stfl lists the first order of priority as research on major food sources --cereals, lecumes, starchy products (roots and tubers) and ruminant
livestock. Need is recognized to more effectively address some highpriority input problems (e.g. , water management), but as a starting pointstregee-,=rk in these areas is encouraged as part of the international
cenr ac Stress is placed on the need to strengthen the national
caaolie-or agricultuaal research.

elt of the Socio-Economic Seminar held during CentersWee. 1 erc mrsre spcifically iT. its priority paper, need for
soci-economi c researcl both as an integral part of Center programs aswel as a ocr context. Likewise, as a consequence of a statement
by :ne b.S. men_-er of CGIAIR, TAC reflects the importance of the nutrition
dine Sfon or rood requirements in its priority paper and plans to consider
fur:ter rengtening of this dimension of CGIAR work at its next meeting.

e A priority paper contains financial projections for thecurrent anc -ned CGIAR-supported activities. Estimates show a total
need ecurrent costs and capital costs) of about $54 million in 1977
and milion in 1980. Corresponding figures for outreach programs
(bilaterally funfieU) are $11.4 million and $17.3 million.

T gemeral the CGIAR members were complimentary of this report.
The Chairman of TAC mentioned a number of further revisions which, for
the most part, were explanatory or of a modifying nature rather than
representing any major changes. Several members expressed the view thatCGL.- support for research should be limited to food as opposed to non-
food crops.

was concluded that, following further review of this paper
by >, it should be published and distributed by FAO.
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A related matter was a letter from the Secretary General of

UNCTAD asking the CGIAR to consider support for research on cotton,

jute, hides and skins, and rubber. In view of the preoccupation of

TAC with food related research, he also suggested the establishment

of a parallel TAC that would deal with research on the processing and

utilization of non-food crops.

It was agreed by the CGIAR that no second IAC was called for,

and that the Chairman would respond to the Secretary General reiterating

the continuing highest priority it accords to research directed toward

food.

9. Center Review Procedure

At the CGIAR meeting during Centers Week, a subcommittee was

set up to further study this subject. This subcommittee met in

Washington on Sectember 14, 1973 with the AA/TA as U.S. representative.

The report recommends on three types of reviewing and reporting

of Centers corIk: (1) periodic scientific assessments of the content,

progress, ;cals, -rospects, etc., of Center programs; (2) annual budget

and financial anagement analyses; (3) annual integrative overview

assessment of the total CC supported activities, current and prospective,

projectingfinan:ial costs and availabilities and identifying program

and finan:ia issues that should be addressed by the CGIAR. The draft

report of th subcommittee is attached as Appendix I.

The s -committee report reflects a CGIAR desire to reconcile

the need to pre the management integrity of Center Directors and

Boards and the working morale of the scientific staff, which are essen-

tial bases orodnor supncrt, with the donors' need for assurance that

their funds are :eing used effectively for the purgeses intended. A

number cf innovations are proposed. The result is consistent with AID

views on the subject, and provides a rational basis for review

procedures which should meet the basic needs of all CGIAR donors.

The subject was discussed at considerable length and a number

of suggestions vere made, but in general the report was considered

basicall. acceptable. It was agreed that Mr. Bell would revise the

draft of the report in light of the discussion, and circulate to CGIAR

members for tom01nt.
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A sub-item in the Agenda "Projection of Medium-term Global

Financial Requirements; and Identification of Program and Financial
Issues" is a part of the area covered by the subcommittee report on
Review Procedures.

10. Indication of Financial Support of Group-Endorsed Activities,

1974 and 1975.

This was commented on in part at the beginning of this

memorandum. This year, to a greater extent than in former years,
CGIAR donors provided more specific information in the allocation of
their intended contribution for 197-4. This will be useful to IBRD in
assessing the likely adequacy or deficit of support for individual
centers. Vhile not all donors were explicit, most expressed an intent
to continue 1975 support at levels not less than -- and hopefully
larger than -- those proposed for 1974.

ID reported that the management had proposed for 1974 $4

million to support international agricultural research in LA. Of this,

$2 million would be in support of capital and core budgets (depending
on deficits) cf the three centers in LA (CIMENT, CIAT and CIP). This

contribution would come from loan reflows (local currency) into the

Social Progress T rust Fund made available to IDB by the U.S. This

proposal is expcted to go to the IDB Board promptly, and a reaction
is anticipated before the end of the year. If accepted, this would

provide the first IDB7 support of the regular budgets of Centers, although

it has been financing special Center training projects for Latin American

researchers.

Australia and France are new donor members of the CGIAR,
starting in 1974. France expects to provide $100,000 to the starter

fund of ILCA, and Australia said $100,000 would be given to the core

budget of IRRI for 1975 with the understanding that it could be made

available in 1974. Japan's contribution continues to be disappointingly
small.

11. Rcle of CG Reresentatives of Developing Areas

7he LDCs are represented on the CGIAR by one person and his

alternate frcm each of the five FAO regions covering developing countries.

The representative for LA from Argentina wrote to the Secretariat asking
that the above-noted subject be discussed at the CGIAR meeting. He
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suggested that one of the responsibilities of the members from the
Developing Areas "might be to act as a liaison in the outreach activities
between the National Agencies of Agricultural Research of the countries
which areas of influence are located in these regions, and the Consultative
Group."

A number of donor members commented on the opportunity of the
members from the LDCs to inform their regions about the CGIAR -- what
it is, what it does. It was suggested that these members might well
report CGIAR activities more fully through the Regional Conferences of
FAO, and that FAO should consider development of supplemental opportuni-
ties. All seemed to agree on the need for greater LDC awareness of CGIAR
activities.

12. Other

Special recognition was accorded by the CGIAR members to the
outgoing Chairman, Mr. Richard Demuth. He is succeeded by Mr. Warren
C. Baum, one of the Vice Presidents of the IBRD. Mr. Michael L. Hoffman,
Director of :he International Relations Department of the Bank has been
named as Vice Chairman.

No objection was expressec cc a proposal to change the TAC
tenure prov-siOns to a calendar year basis.

The next CGIAR meeting will be held during International
Centers ;eek which bg&ins July 29, 1974.

Attachment

TA/AGR/GBBaird/sad/ll-21-73
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Draft Report

Sub-Committee on Review Procedures
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

The terms of reference for this sub-committee, as stated by
Chairman Demuth on August 2, 1973, were:

1. To examine and specify the review and information require-
ments of the Consultative Group

2. To bring forward a report to the CG suggesting how these
requirements should be met.

Requirements

1. With respect to the current and prospective work of each
agricultural Center (or CG-endorsed activity), the members
of the CG need:

a. Accurate, current information on the programs of the
Center, in a form which permits non-scientists to
uriderstand the objectives and significance of the
programs, the progress that has been achieved and
is anticipated, and the costs of each program;

b. Assurance fror, reliable external reviewers that
the Scientific and technical aspects of the Centers'
work, both current and prospective, are soundly
baseC; and

c. Assurance from reliable external reviewers that funds made
available to the Center are being used for the
purposes intended and with reasonable efficiency,
that its future budget proposals are a prudent
financial expression of well-planned programs, and
that current and projected expenditure patterns
reflect the stated program priorities.

2. With respect to the system of Centers to which the CG
contributes financial support (the word system is used
here to mean the Centers as a group and their relations
to each other and to the national agricultural programs
which they serve), the members of the CG need, in
addition to material concerning each Center, analytical
information placing the present and proposed work of
each Center in context of the system as a whole, setting
forth forward estimates of financial requirements and
availabilities, and identifying issues and alternatives
for consideration.
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Recommendations for Meeting these Requirements

The sub-committee considers that it is important to meet these

requirements in ways which will place the least possible 
burdens on the

Centers and run the least possible risk of intruding 
on the responsibili-

ties of their boards and management. Fortunately, in the sub-committee s

view, many of the Centers' own requirements for information and review

coincide with those of the CG, and we have designed our recommendations

in ways which we believe will minimize the establishment of additional

or separate reporting and review processes.

1. With regard to Requirement 1-a above, (accurate information

on each Center's program) we believe CG requirements 
will

be satisfied if each Center furnishes before Centers' Week

three documents: (i) an adequate annual program-budget

submission, (ii) adequate annual reports on its research,

training, and ourteach activities, and (iii) an independent

financial audit, It is our impression that each Center

intends to follow thnese practices.

We recommend that the Ct Secretariat review the adequacy

of the information provided in annual program-budget

submissions, in annual publihed reports by each Center,

and in the annual independent audited accounts, and

suggest improvements (and offer continuing technical

assistance) where warrantei.

2. With regard to Requirement 1-b above, (external review

of the scientific and :echnical soundness of each Center's

program), we believe CG requirements 
are quite similar to

those of each Center's board and management.

a. The CG needs an independent assessment of any major

change proposec in the research program of any Center,

in the year in which the change is proposed (as for

example the proposal made by IRRI in the current year

to embark on a substantial increase next 
year in

its research on rain-fed rice). Before putting such

a proposal forsard in its annual program budget, a

Center will necessarily have considered it carefully,

including reviews by its senior staff, 
by its board

of trustees, and quite possibly by external 
experts.

The CG looks to the TAC to provide recommendations

on such a proposal, and the TAC's review can

normally be accomplished by assigning 
one or more

of its members or consultants to visit the Center,
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quite possibly in conjunction wi:h some stage of the
Center's own consideration of the proposal. If a
more elaborate review process is desired by the TAC,
that can be laid on to fit the circumstances of a
particular case.

We recommend that the TAC establish a regular
procedure for reviewing major changes proposed by
any Center in the annual program budget, this procedure
is to include advance notification by the Center to
TAC, visits (if necessary) to the Center on TAC's
behalf, and any other steps deened necessary by TAC
to permit it to make sound recoerendations to the CG.

b. The CG also needs periodic independent external
assessments of the overall scierrific quality and
effectiveness of each Center, ant of the continuing
need for its work. Such assessments are not appro-

priate on an annual basis, but should be scheduled
no less frequently than f.ve years. Such assessments

are equally needed by the Centers themselves, and it
Is the practice of The Cnters t: organize them
(sometimas separately for major segments of the
research program, rather than fcr a Center as a whole).
The CG looks to the TAC to assure that such periodic
external assessments ara made tn ts behalf; it would
seem feasible for the TAC to mee: its responsibilities
in most cases by (1) assuring i:self that the Center's
own assessment process is adequa:e, and (2) participating
in the Center's assessment process by mutual agreement
with the Center's Director. If :he TAG considers it

necessary, it can lay on a special assessment process
separate from that organized by :he Center for its
own purposes.

We recommend that (1) the TAC and the Centers develop
an agreed forward schedule, and agreed standards and
methods, for conducting such periodic external scientific
assessments; (2) the TAC adopt a regular procedure for
participating in such assessmen:s, reviewing their
results, making any independent assessments it may
consider necessary, and reporting its judgments to
the CG.

We recognize that meeting these requirements will
place increased demands on the TAC in terms of
professional talent, time, and resources.



3. With regard to Requirement 1-c above, the sub-commirtee
feels on somewhat less secure ground, and believes that
some experimentation will be necessary. It is clear that
the CG needs the results of an external independent
budget and financial review of each Center, each year
(as long as budgeting and financing are handled by the

CG on an annual basis). We think the logical locus of
responsibility for making such a review is the Secretariat
of the CG. The review should be based on all inforration
available in annual reports, budgets, etc. It should
focus on the relationship oi prograu to expenditures,
examining for the last completed year the extent to which
actual manpower and costs of ram components have differed
from those budgeted, and for tne future the relationship
of the proposed distribution of expenditures to stared program
goals and priorities and distinguishing real program increases
from cost increases resulting from salary changes, inflation,
and currency revaluations. Discussion of real prcgram
increases should distinguiish new program components from

expansion of existing p

The revcew shoula rch j mn on the e:ten: to which
proposed budget :sts are reasonab ' and result in a tight
but workable fnanca lan an shuld identify weaknesses
and issues concern-ing the b Ld which should be brought
to the attntio o tie CG. It is clear that the ttter

the annuaI programming and budgeting process of each Center
is, the simpl]er and easier it will be to conduct a useful
annual review onbehalf of the Cl. There is also a question
of timing which _ads the su-committee to suggest :hat
Center budgets should be made available at least ir. preliminary
draft form each -ear no later than harch 31, so that reviews
on behalf of the CC can be cor;Pleted well in advance of
Centers Week at the beginning of August.

We recompend that (1) the Centers be asked :: submit
preliminary draf: budgets to the CG no later than Harch 31st;
(2) the Secretariat of the CG conduct a continuing process
of advice and technical assiscance intended to hel: the
Centers improve their processes for programming and budgeting;
and (3) the Secretariat of the CG conduct annual reviews
of the financial statements and program/budget proposals
of each Center. The Secretariat reports should be discussed
in draft form with Center Directors while the Centers are
continuing to review and revise their own draft proposed
program and budget submssions. When the Centers have finished

such submiss ior, the Secretarfat should complete its reports
which would be circulated to C nembers i advance of Centers

Week, along with any comments the Directors wish tc make on
the reviews of their institutions.
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4. With regard to Requirement 2 above (integrative analysis
of the system of Centers), the sub-comittee finds itself
on even more uncertain ground. We think the need of the
CG is unmistakable for a sinle analytical paper, prepared
annually in advance of Centers' Week, which sets out the
global financial requirements and availabilities for
ongoing and proposed programs for sona years to come, and
identifies issues which the CC should address. We think
it is clear that the pape houd be nepared by the
Secretariat of the CG, dra'ng on information and advice
from Center submssions, TAr o -t reviews, Secretariat
financial and budget reviews, :n ter sources. We
consider that it will be ny ove in this direction
step by step; to begin with, for example, the paper may
not be able to say much `cIture ava Lilabilities of
financial resources. Mo:over , progress in preparing such
an analytical paer may c it will place
substantially increased dem o he SecretarIat in terms
of professional taicuit, r.-an resources. The important
first step is to recognize :a need and place responsibility
for meeting it.

We reo a zhat -cetai- of -he CG prepare
- year in adn Ie, an integrative
paper lacin th grams an, budgets of the several
Centers as wcll as ctivit ie under consideration
in a single frame worprojecir inancial costs

an lbli adi iing program and
financial Issues ieshol d -e addressed by the
CG. We suggest tha h paper De prepared in draft
form for Centers k, and revised and brought up
to 'at crior to the cG ting in November.

(The sub-comittee has noted the 7 abi y That in the future
CG will need periodically - perhaps every five years - an overall
assessment of the usefulness, accomplishments end deficiencies of the
system of Centers in the contect of the worldwide problems to which
the Centers' work is addressad. Such a overall assessment should
presumably be prepared h, or comaissionedb, e TAC. In view of
the more immediate need: addressed in :no preseT: report, and the
amount of work needed to meet them, i. seems best to defer for the
time being consideration of this additional recuirement.)



LA/DR, Ar. Charles Stockman -ovember 5, 1973

TA/AGR, Guy B. 3aird

The November 1-2, 1927 CG 2eetinig - SLatement byI on Possible use
of SPTF Reflow Funds

Al Wolfe made a statemnt when donors were asked by the Z( Chairman
(Yr. Richard Demuto) :i indicate intents to provide suppCrt for center
activities for 1974 a 1)73. le reported that IDE3 management had
approved a proposal provide for r20million from SPIF reflow fundS
for 1974 as follows.

1. For core and capital budget need of the
three A c r, l

2 or ou'treac:. aciiies of hs cters .

3. For Special Projects .<., n
of these centers

4I. For national agricultural research
institutions in LA1.

ne expects this proposal to go to the 1DE Doardi TXiti ; e., an l

that a Board reaction should be given before the end f ear.

It was made clear by Wolfe that this proposal a restri a to funds
for 1974 only. In his view, it seemed advisable to 'adl i this -iay
at this time. Intimation was given that if the oropos 2et 2i

approval by the Board, attention would be directed a a contiuation
of use of these funds for the stated purposes.

Bernstein, in making the statement on intended U.S. cniution for I974,
said that our dollar input was expected to be limited t- S7.] milliOn.

In summarizing the financial picture for 1974, Demuth stated tat wails
the total amount was a-nroaching that needed, the indicated allocations
by donors would resul: in a deficit for CIAT and CIP. Some donors
earmark contributions to only some of the centers thereby causing at
times, som!,e prob-lm in meetina requirements of all of :he centers.

TA/AGR/GBBaird/sad/ll-5-73
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO FILES (CG - November 1973) DATE: C::ober 26, 1973

FROM TA/AGR, Guy B. Baird/-

SUBJECT: Agency Review of Draft ~_-formation Memo to Administrator on CG Meeting
(November 1973)

The following were present: AFR/NARA, Blair Allen; ASIA/TIJM, O.L. Mimms;
LA/DR, James Hawes; AFR DR, John Cooper; PPC/PPD, Dana Dalrvmple; TA/AGR,
O.J. Kelley, and TA/AGR, G.B. Baird.

Considerable discussion centered on review procedures, but no specific
suggestion was made to rvise the recommendations of the Bell Subconittee.
The feeling was expresse that somehow we ought to be more familiar with
details of Center progra=is and management, but to gain this kind of
information would require someone living at a Center for se-:eral weeks.
No generally agreed-upcn suggestions emerged.

There was little discussion on other agenda items, and no szbstantive
suggestions or recommeneations for changes in the draft inf:rmation

memorandum.

Buy U.S. Sating:; Bonds Regular!y on the Payroll Savings P..:



DEPARTMENT OF STATE
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON. O.c. 20523

October 15, 1973

MEMORANDUM

TO See Distribution

FROM TA/AGR, Omer J. Kelley

SUBJECT: Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
Meeting November 1-2, 1973

Attached is a draft of the Information Memorandum for the Administrator

on this subject. We would welcome any comments that you may have.

Attachment

Distribution

AA/TA, Erven J. Long
AA/TA, Samuel H. Butterfield

Department of Treasury, Ernest F. Chase

Multilateral Program Office

Department of Agriculture, Lyle Scher:z, Deputy Administrator

Economic Research Service
TA/PM, David G. Mathiasen

TA/RIG, James K. McDermott

TA/AGR, Milo Cox
Guy Baird.>

Michael Galli
TA/AGR Division Chiefs



INFORMATION MEMO~RiDUM4 FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR

THRU: EXSEC

SUBJECT: Consultative Group Meeting, Washington, J. C.
Nove-ber 1-2, 1973

During International Centers Week (July 25-August 3, 1973) the

Consultative Grour on International Agricultural Research (CG) and

its Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) dealt with a number of issues.

The Agency positi:n on these issues is covered in the Action Memorandum

for the Administrator of July 17, 1973. After Centers Week an Informa-

tion Memorandum i:r the Administrator (August 28 1972) was submitted

which reported on highlights of the several meetings :hat took place

during the Week.

The tentat-:e agenda for the early November CC -eeting (copy

attached) consis:s of items requiring further action :ba: :ere discussed

by CG and or TAC Juring Center Week. At this point 7:e a-- not aware

of any new issues and thus do not envisage need for development of

AID positions be:::nd those specified in the above-men:ioned Action

Memorandum.

Since there has been some follow-up action sinze Centers Week

on a number of the outstanding issues, a brief commer:ary: follows:

1. Adoptic: of the Agenda. We have no speci4 ic comments at this

point. As mentioned previously, all items listed were discussed during

Centers Week.

2. Center Review Procedures. At the CG mee:ing curing

Centers Week, a subcommittee was set up to further s:dy this subject.

This subcommittee met in Washington on September 14, 1973 with the

AA/TA as U.S. rerresentative.
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The report recommends on three types of reviewing and reporting of

Centers' Work: (1) periodic scientific assessments of the content,

progress, goals, prospects, etc., of center programs; (2) annual budget

and financial management analyses; (3) annual integrative overview

assessment of the total CG supported activities, current and prospective,

projecting financial costs and availabilities and identifying program

and financial issues that should be addressed by the CG. The recommenda-

tions are described in Appendix 1.

The sub-committee report reflects a CG desire to reconcile the need

to preserve the management integrity of Center Directors and Boards and

the wcrking morale of the scientific staff, which are essential bases

for donor support, with the donors' need for assurance that their funds

are being used effectively for the purposes intended. A number of

innova:ons are proposed. The result is consistent with AID views on

the subject, and provides a rational basis for review procedures which

should meet the basic needs of all CG donors. We plan to urge acceptance

of the sub-committee report by the CG.

3. Genetic Resources Network. At the CG meeting during Centers Week,

because of inability of CG members to fully agree on the TAC recommenda-

tions, a subcommittee was set to study the subject further, and to report

to the CG during its early November meeting. This subcommittee, with

AID participation, met at FAO Headquarters in Rome on October 1-2, 1973.
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Essentially the Sub-committee recommends the establishment of an

International Board for Plant Genetic Resources consisting of 14 members

of which 13 will be elected by the CG directly or through its Gene:ic

Resources Subcommittee, FAO will appoint one ex-officio, non-voting

member to the Board. No less than four members will be nationals 3f

developing countries, and not less than six will be scientists. -he head-

quarters and the Secretariat of the Board will be at FAO in Rome. The

Chairman of the Board will be elected by members of the Board in :Onsulta-

tion with the Director General of FAO.

The Board shall recommend financing for appropriate institu:tzns

and organizations (national, regional and international, includin. FA0)

for the furtherance of its priority programs and projects. Tsl

have at its disposal a special fund, contributed by mebers of te CG,

both to meet its budgetary expenses and to help carry out progra-z

which it has recommended. It shall make appropriate arrangements w;ith an

international organization, e.g., FAO, for the administration of such a

fund. FAO is expected to provide the secretarial and other central

services to the Board.

The Sub-committee report will recommend financing for 1974 :_

provide a general budget for the Board. The amount to be recues:ed will

be $300,000 as a minimum. This would be expected to cover costs If

meetings, consultants for technical advice and exploration, documentation,

training, and possibly some support to the FAO Secretariat. Germany,

the Netherlands, Sweden and the Rockefeller Foundation have expressed

willingness to contribute to the proposed funding for 1974.
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We support the recommendations of the Sub-committee and will encourage

their acceptance by :he CC.

4. Progress Recort on ILRAD and ILCA. The Interna:ional Laboratory

for Research on Animal Diseases (ILRAD) and the Interna:ional Livestock

Center for Africa (:ICA) will be located at Kabete, Kenya and Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia rescectively. Boards of both centers have been appointed

(as well as the Director for ILRAD) and memoranda have been negotiated

with the two Africa- governments. Provisions are made for the integra-

tion of ILRAD and Illa Boards at the appropriate time. Start-up funds

have been establisne: for both in the anticipation of initiation in

late 1973 or early 1374 of development of detailed plans and basic

facilities. It is significant that France has pledgei S100,000 to

the start-up fund C ILCA, its first contribution wit1:in the CG framework.

AID is contributin: is amount to both ILRAD and ILCA start-up funds.

5. WARDA. TIC has recommended, conditionally, support for

some of the activities in the proposal submitted by the Oest African

Rice Development Association program. Essentially these conditions

called for an autonomy of operation -- corresponding to that of the

CG-supported internacional research centers -- for tha: activity of

WARDA which would be supported by CC funds. It is assumed that WARDA

will report to CC and TAC on its position as regards t-e TAC recommendation.

AID, and other CC members, support the latter and hope that satisfactory

arrangements can be -worked out.

Meanwhile at the request of WARDA, AID sent a review and advisory

team to WARDA in October, 1973 to consider organizatica, administration
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and program with particular reference to the ongoing AID support to

WARDA. However, these aspects cf WARDA were to be viewed also in the

broader centext of possible CG support for certain components of the

program.

6. INTSOY. At Centers Week a proposal from the University of

Illinois and Puerto Rico for the establishment of an International

Soybean Resource Base (INTSOY) was recommended by TAC for CG support,

subject to working out a satisfactory mechanism for outreach funding

by non-U.S. donors. AID and Ford and Rockefeller Foundations are

envisaged as the supporters of the Illinois-Puerto Rico based core

program activities. Recognizing that relay and outreach activities

needed to be funded from non-domestic sources, TAC decided that some

sort of organization or authority was required that would operate on

behalf of CC -- could receive funds and contract with Illinois. It

was agreed that IERD on behalf of the CG would explore the need for

and feasi'ility of an international authority along the lines envisaged

by TAC.

On September 21, 1973 the IBRD held a meeting with representatives

from Illinois and AID. It was concluded that possibly no international

authority was required. It was agreed that CG members should fully

recognize INTSCY as a resource base for development of an international

soybean network, and should understand the need, and how, to contribute

to relay and outreach activities. The development of relay components
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(e.g., soybean adaptive research activities at CIAT, IITA and IRRI) are

envisaged as integral parts of the Centers' core budgets. For outreach,

donor, INTSOY and the interested developing country would work out

appropriate contractual arrangements. These could be of a tripartite

nature (donor, INTSOY and LDC), or variations thereof (e.g., between

donor and LDC with the understanding that the latter would contract

with INTSOY for services; or between donor and INTSOY with prior con-

currences of LDC). If requested by any donor, IERD would be prepared

to consider administering funds provided for relay or outreach actcivities.

However, this was considered as an unlikely eventuality.

The IBRD report will recoimmend to CG that the appropriate repre-

sentatives of Illinois meet with Center Directors in their annual

meetings; that INTSOY submit reports and conform to review procedures

consistent with those affecting other Centers; that INTSOY partic-ia:e

in Centers Week; and that INTSOY have an international adviscryb

constituted in consultation with CG. IBRD recognized that INTSOY wculd

need a fund, to be supported by CC with the Bank as fiscal officer, :o

develop and help support an outreach capability - e. g., 3-5 full-time

professionals. While most of the costs would be met through outreach

contracts, there could, and probably would, be periods between outreach

assignments of these continuing outreach staff, and INTSOY would need

funds to help meet salary requirements for these periods.
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AID supports the IBRD report on INTSOY and will encourage other

CG donors to participate in relay and outreach activities. As pointed

out by the Chairman of TAC, this proposed INTSOY activi:7 is in keeping

with the recognized need to tap resources of strong research resources

in the more developed countries to meet the priority needs of the agri-

culture of the developing countries, and to avoid unnecessary duplication

of such capabilities in new international center prograns where it is

more efficient to us: capability already in place.

7. Brochure on CG-SupDorted Activities. At t'he last CG meeting;

the Chairman asked 7-DP, FAO and IBRD (the three co-sponsors of CG) to

develop specific recomendations for consideration at :e Novener

meeting. AID consizers this initiative useful in stinating awareness

of international agricultural networks and broader par:icipaticn by

donors and national research systems.

8. CIAT Carical Budget. At the meeting during -enters 7Week,

reservation was ex ressed about the capital budget of :he TIternational

Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT). The proposal -y CIAT for

1974 includes funds that would be attributed to Phase I of development

(this phase was met, in large part by the Rockefeller Ioundation, as
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planned and without AID support), and a request for an airplane. The

Rockefeller Foundation volunteered to further review the CIAT budget

and to make available a report to CG members before the November meeting.

The study by the Rockefeller Foundation recommends a revised sum for

capital funds for new and expanded programs at Palmira ($799,000 instead

of the $1.0 million earlier proposed by CIAT). It also recommends

$200,000 in the 1974 CIAT budget (earlier requested for 1975) for the

equipment necessary for the research program at the Carimagua Experiment

Station in the Llanos. This support would enable CIAT to implement the

program endorsed by the July 1973 External Review Team for Beef Production

Systems. The Team recommended that CIAT shift its emphasis from the

coastal plains to the Llanos and Campo Cerrado areas.

The study by the Foundation appears sound and realistic. -,e

consider its recommendations for the CIAT 1974 capital budget reasonable

and will encourage their acceptance by CG as a basis for funding.

9. TAC Priority Paper. A paper on this subject, mace available

shortly before Centers Week, was revised as a result of the review by

TAC and after taking into consideration suggestions made by CC members.

The revised version still lists the first order of priority as research

on major food sources -- cereals, legumes, starchy products (roots and

tubers) and ruminant livestock. Need is recognized to more effectively

address some high priority input problems (e.g., water management),

but as a starting point strengthened work in these areas is encouraged

as part of the International center activities. Stress is placed on the

need to strengthen national capabilities for agricultural research.
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As a result of the Socio-Economic Seminar held during Centers

Week, TAC is expected to reflect more spedifically in its priority :aper,

need for socio-economic research both as an integral part of Center

programs as well as in a broader context. Likewise, as a conseque-ze

of a statement by the U.S. CGmember, TAC is likely to reflect the

importance of the nutrition dimension of food requirements in its

priority paper.

The TAC priority paper contains financial projections for the

current and planned CG-supported activities. Estimates show a tota

need (recurrent costs and capital costs) of about $54 million in

1977 and $70 million in 1980. Corresponding figures for outreach

programs (bilaterally funded) are $11.4 million and $17.3 million.

AID, along with other CG conors, views this TAC paper as a very

useful guide for the future.

10. A Data Base on Agricultural Research. At the last CC

meeting considerable interest was expressed in the need to have a

better data base for further consideration of priorities in relati:n

to research needs, including data on what is actually being spent azw

by LDCs and internationally. The U.S. representative suggested the:

the Secretariat consider possible needs for an expert working grop: to

identify data needs and availabilities and recommend action, and t-at

the Secretariat report its proposal in November. A report, perhaps

preliminary, is expected which will recommend establishment of a w:rking

group.



11. Medium Tern Financing Prospects. The CG Secretariat is

expected to provide, as a basis for discussion, a model showing donor by

donor prospective sunport over the next few years. In view of the rapi'dly

growing financial requirements of ongoing centers, to say nothing of added

costs of contemplated activities, it becomes very important to have a

realistic appraisal of financing prospects.

We support this endeavor, and subject to the usual caveats, will

be able to give some intimation of the level of U.S. financing through

1977 (See Appendix 2).

12. Donor Support for 1974. At the CG meeting during Centers

Week, the U.S. representatives declared the intent to orovide support

for 1974 at the level of $7 million(for the e six exis:ing institutes

plus ILCA and ILRA&. Table A shows actual AID financin: of the six

ongoing centers for 1973, estimates of our support for 1974 provided

at the CG meeting, and provisional estimates for 1975 hased on continuing

adherence to suppor: amounting to 25% of the core and :aoital fund

estimates.

Recently the A:ministrator of AID amended the es:_blished U.S.
1/

position on our financing of the CG -supported interna:ional agricultural

research activities, so as to take account of the evolu:ion of program,

size, and other fac::rs.

1/ The following U.S. position was stated at the organi:ng meeting of
the CG in June 1971 and has been reaffirmed a number cf times since.

"AID is prepareS in principle to provide up to 25% of the additional
capital and future c:erating costs of the existing ins:itutes and the
two new institutes proposed (up to a maximum total con:ribution of $7
million in any one year), provided that the remaining 75% is forthcoming
from other sources. Specific pledges would, of course, be for individual
institutes subject :o our review and approval of fully developed proposals
for each and to the :rovision by the Congress of adequare funds. The

U.S. is convinced that the success of existing institu:es has depended
in large part on the effectiveness of the management suplied by the
Foundations and our pledge is based on the assumption :at additional
institutes will be assured of comparable efficiency."

It was understood that the U.S. intended to finance 25% of the Cente'rs'
regular budgets su:ject to the stated caveats, and that we would

re-examine the 7 million ceiling when the evaluation of the program

made that a practical need.
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1973-1975 Finar.cing by AID

(e;timnates in $ millions)

y 3/-
1973 1974 1975

(actual-)

IRRI (TAB) .725~ 1.100 1.100

(TAB) 1.500 1.350 1.450

IITA (AFR) 1.200 1.500 1.800

CIAT (M) .875 .950 1.650

ICRISIT (TAB) .745 1.000 2.400

CIP. (TE) .340 .550 .550

5.385 G.-45 •.5

JLRAD (AFR) .550
1.500

JLCA (AF:Q

Genet Resouces

WARDA -e1
5.385 7.003 -.

1/ Our share f r-973 7 =1 - -A ~ o ut to -only S.725 oi7n i to00C

of the $750 ,::2;we acaolly rovided wiul teo -I

the 1974 bD-7

2/ n a 11 c - '-v U re-resen-=-iveD at 8/31/73'c sezssion.

2/ Planned alc'c a DunCTOZe c ~ U.-02.tS

Indicatd ic L-i-

If helps in :-esting overall financ ing needs, or ossibly in sniftirng part o:

the allocations between other centers if necessary.

3/ Based on U.S. adher-ng to Coryula of 25- of t csr a19~i. Latte

on best es l July o cnnatte

estimates e OxOcce to be adjuste by c-a

4/ A prton of ec,== (already sR) may he incld d in

the CG's b- 1t i A acreas to ccna2.t4cns es~ 22 to i C.k'

this a truly autoncoous intrnational researen program.

TA/AGR:S-21-73
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The amended position, established by the Administrator (Appendix 2),

is given in the attached Action Memorandum dated September 21, 1973 and

states:

"AID is prepared in principle to provide up to 25% of the core and

capital budget costs of the international institutes, up to a maximm

total of $13 million in any one year, provided that the remaining ~5%

is forthcoming from other sources. If it becomes possible to make Social

Progress Trust Fund repayments available for regular institute budgets

through the Inter-American Development Bank, these would be included in

the total. Specific pledges would continue to be for individual institutes,

subject to our review and approval of fully developed proposals fc: each

and to the provision by Congress of adequate funds. Our pledge c:ntinues

to be assured of management of comparable quality to that supplied in the

past by the sponsoring Foundations."

The U.S. representative will present this amended position a: :he

November meeting of the CG. The AID dollar funding for 1974 would

remain at $7 million as stated earlier. Since the costs estimated for

CG-sponsored activities for 1974 are likely to be about $34 millica or

possibly more if some capital acquisitions are accelerated. the S~ million

leaves us well below 25%. Thus, there is room for use of SPTF local

currencies, if these become available in 1974, to support the needs of

the three centers in Latin America (CIEMYT, CIAT and CIP) if there is

an overall CG shortfall. It is proposed to plan allocation of SPIT reflows

to capital requirements so that they can be made available to the Centers
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whenever the allocation can be completed during 1974 without timing

problems disrupting c:erating budgets.

TA/AGR/GBBaird/sad/il-ll-73



Tentative Agenda

Meeting of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
1/

November 1-2, 1973

1. Adoption of the Agenda.

2. Centers Review Procedures - Committee Report

3. Genetic Resources Network - Committee Report

4. ILRAD and ILCA - Progress Report

5. WARDA - Report on Follow-up of TAC Recommendations

6. INTSOY - Report on Follow-up by CG Secretariat

7. Brochure on CC-supported Activities - Report by CG Sponsors

8. CIAT Capital Budget - Report by the Rockefeller Foundation

9. TAC Priority Paper - Revised Version.

10. Development of a Data Base - Inputs to National Agricultural Research
Systems

11. Medium Term Financing Prospects

12. Donor Support for 1974 and Tentative Indications for 1975

1/ Based on information received by telephone from CC Secretariat.
Items are not necessarily in order, nor in final form.



Appendix 1

Report of the Consultative Group Sub-Committee on Center Review
Procedures

The Sub-Committee was chaired by David Bell, Vice President of the Ford

Foundation. It included the CG Chairman (an IBRD Vice President), a

representative of the Center Directors, a representative of TAC, and senior

representatives of several donors. AID was represented by the Assis:ant

Administrator for Technical Assistance.

The report recommends on three types of reviewing and reporting of

Centers' work: (1) periodic scientific assessments of the content, -rogress,

goals, prospects, etc., of center programs; (2) annual budget and financial

management analyses; (3) annual integrative overview assessment o= t-e

total CG supported activities, current and prospective, projecting financial

costs and availabilities and identifying program and financial issues that

should be addressed by the CG.

Re (1), there already is a program of periodic, independent external

assessments of the overal scientific quality and effectiveness of eaci

Center, and of the continuing need for the various lines of work. The

recommendations would strengthen this process by having the TechnicaL

Advisory Committee of the CG participate in it, work out schedules and methods

with the Centers, assure strong independent evaluators, and consider and

report its judgments on the results to the CG. Intervals of about 5 years,

or perhaps less in some cases, are considered appropriate for such reviews,

as it is not feasible to exercise much meaningful judgment on major research

programs at shorter intervals.
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Re (2), this is a =1lti-faceted process which is also being strengthened.

The CG is seeking a gc:d reconciliation of the need to preserve the management

integrity of Center Directors and Boards and the working norale of the

scientific staff, which are essential bases for donor support, with the

donors' need for assurance that their funds are being usef effectively for

the purposes intended. Each Center goes through an exter-sive internal

process annually, stre:zhing over most of the year, in whizh the staff

prepares assessments - program progress and prospects al:ng with program

and budget proposals :r review and discussion with the lirector, who

discusses them with a ludget Committee of the Board of Trustees and then

reworks them for final review by the full Board. The prioiDal donors have

been interacting with :is process at various stages, including participation

at Board reviews. As :he number of donors and Centers ias increased, it

has become necessary :: look to the IBRD to perform revise and guidance

functions on the donors' behalf, although the largest of ::ese presumably

will continue some inf:rmal involvement.

It is proposed tha: IBRD staff teams make an annual assessment, for current

and proposed future pr:grams of each Center, of such ques:ions as conformance

to the program expecta:ions and priorities established fc: each Center, major

variations in actual czsts from budgets, and soundness of `inancial planning

and management. These assessments would be based on review of draft annual

program/budget submissions, annual reports and audits and on-site visits.

They would identify weaknesses and issues concerning the budget. These

would be discussed wi:i Center management (Director and 3oard members)

while the Center was continuing to review and revise its budget proposals and
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related plans and policies. When these were finalized, the Bank staff

would prepare a report for the CG indicating its findings and whatever

problems or issues it felt remained for CG attention, doing so before the

CG met to consider funding allocations for the Centers. These proposals

are based on a trial run over the past year of IBRD staff review of and

reports on Center operations, and subsequent discussion between CG members,

IBRD staff and Center Directors on what is desirable.

In addition, as part of the second type of review, TAC would review

with the Centers any major changes to be proposed by the Center in its

annual program and report its views to the CG. Also each Center would

continue to receive an independent external audit. And the Annual Centers

Week review program would be continued. During Centers Week (July or

August), after the Centers' budget and program reports for the current and

following year are available, the Center Directors, CG, and TAC come together

to hear reports from the Directors and discuss any questions, issues or

suggestions that the CG or TAC members put for;ard. Each of these groups

also meets separately, to carry out their usual business (as they do at

other times during the year), with the TAC Chairman meeting with the CG.

The subject matter usually includes issues about the operation of the

various Centers.

The third type of report -- the integrative overall program and

financial assessment for the CG -- would be prepared in draft for the CG

meeting during Centers' Week, and in final for the fall meeting when firm

financial plans are made for the next year. It has not been tried yet,

although similar elements have been presented in various IBRD staff papers

done for Agenda items at CGmeetings.
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This Sub-Committee report is consistent with AID views on the subject,

and provides a rational basis for review procedures which should meet :he

basic needs of all CG donors, We plan to urge its acceptance by the CG.
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Septeber 21, 1973

ACTION MEMORANDU4 FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR

THRU: EXSEC

FROM: AA/TA, Joel Bernstein

Problem: To amend the es~ablished U.S. position, in the Cons-.tative Group

on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR), on our finan:ng of the

international agricultural research centers, so as to take account of the

evolution of program size and other factors.

Background

This is further to our discussions, prior to the August 3-5 neeting of the

Consultative Group on international Agricultural Research (cAR3), on how

best to maintain the momeranm of expanding research support ::r LDC agriculture

that is being built up though CGIAR efforts. If the pace ani direczion are

maintained, the result will be major improvement in world fc:1 supply --

quantity and nutritional :uality -- and in small farmer condiicns.

Our concern in July, reflected in your discussions with Mr. <a-ara, was to

use U.S. financing leverage to urge a stronger financing role for the IB3D.

The financial picture has changed and has been clarified some since 7hen.

It now appears that --

-- As expected, adecuare financing is in sight for CGIAF ~:dget requirements

for 1974, even with ihe IBRD at its proposed 10 finan:ing level and

even thought the tolal 1974 requirements may be a lit7e higher than

estimated in June cue to accelerated progress on the ;frican livestock

centers. This gcod result is partly due to the expected availability

of about $1.4 million carryovers from 1973 budget funds.

-- 1975 requirements will also be a little above the earlier estimate,

possibly around #L million. This would require a jun; of about

$10 million in financing from the prior year. Even if AiD finances

25% of the total, 7here will be strong pressure on the :32D to expand

it's share beyond !V. as Mr. McNamara has publicly reicerated the

Bank's intention of seeing to it that lack of adecuate funding does
not slow down an onherwise desirable program and it allears unlikely
that the Bank can raise the roughly $27-28 million the: would be needed

from non-AID, non-.ARD sources. if IBRD can raise the necessary funds,
so much the better. Meanwhile the Bank is stressing ine key role that

the U.S. 25% pled;e plays in raising the balance of funds needed from

other sources.
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-- The latest CGIAR estimate of 1977 requirements is $53 million, compared
to the S46-50 million that we estimated earlier.

-- There ncw is a prospect of supporting budgets of CGIAR financed centers
in Latin America (currently CID4YT, CIAT, IPC)with some of the recupera-
tions from loans of the IDB's Special Projects Trust Fund, which was

funded by AID. A cooperative LA/TAB effort is developing this prospect
as part of a wider effort to apply SPTF funds for support of agricultural
research in LA.

Given:

-- the outstanding progress being made by and great unrealized potential of

the CGIAR program, which is pursuing the "networking" concept with

increasing vigor and thereby linking together LDC and developed country
efforts;

-- the foregoing facts on expanding budget requirements and the likely
financing problems, requiring in any case an updating of the U.S.
position sustained to date on its support of CGIAR budget requirements; *

-- the aplarent fact that the forthcoming U.S. support posture thus far,
embodied in the 25% support formula, has been a major factor in the

unexpec7edly strong growth of support from other quarters and has given
us strong influence in the shaping of the IAR pjrogam to focus on the

highest LDC pr'orities (increased production, better protein supply,

small farmer problems);

-- the trend of events forcing the IBRD to ta-:e responsibility for obtaining
adequate total finance from its own contributions plus those of other
donors. and that our staying at 25: would help induce adequate response
from the others;

The followi- U.S. position was stated at the organizing meeting of the CGIAR

in June 1971 and has been reaffirmed a number of times since. "AID is pre-

pared in principle to provide up to 25%t of the additional capital and future

operating costs of the existing institutes and the two new institutes proposed

(up to a maximum total contribution of $7 million in any one year), provided

that the remaining 75J is forthcoming from other sources. Specific pledges
would, of course, be for individual institutes subject to our review and

approval of fully developed proposals for each and to the provision by the

Congress of adequate funds. The U.S. is convinced that the success of existing
institutes has depended in large part on the effectiveness of the management

supplied by the Foundations and our pledge is based on the assumption that

additional institutes will be assured of management of comparable efficiency.

It was understood that the U.S. intended to finance 25% of the Center's regular

budgets, subject to the stated caveats, and that we would re-examine the

$7 million ceiling when the evolution of the program made that a practical need.
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We recommend that AID adopt the following amended position on U.S. financing
of CGIAR programs. The position sustains the previous 25do formula, but raises
the overall cost ceiling from $7 million to $13 million to reflect the growth
of the program. It also includes within the overall cost calculation any use
of SPTF recuperations (LA local currencies) for support of regular Center

budgets that may eventuate. This would save on use of AID appropriations.

This position would be taken in the discussions with the IBF ad major donors
on medium team financing requirements and prospects, between now and thie C3
meeting November 1-2 and at that meeting. These discussions are already
underway.

Recommended Position

"AID is prepared in principle to provide up to 25% of the core and canital
budget costs of the international institutes, up to a maximum total of

$13 million in any one year, provided that the remaining 75j is forthooin
from other sources. If it becomes possible to make Social Prcgress -rust
Fund repayments available for regular institute budg7ets through the Inter-
American Development Bank, these would be included in the total. Specific
pledges would continue to be for individual institutes. subject to our
review and approval of fully developed procosals for each and to the
provision by Congress of adequate funds. Our pledge continues to be based
on the assumption that the institutes will continue to be assured o' a
ment of comparable quality to that supplied in the past by the sponsoring
Foundations."

The intent is that U.S. direct financing plus any indirect financing (SP:
local currency via ID) should not exceed 25, of the overal toal but that
the limit for individual centers should be applied somewhat lexibly. Ti s
is desirable to encourage maximum contributions from other sources, y proviain
flexibility in shifting the proportion of U.S. contributions among the various
centers to balance special interests of other donors. It also acconmodates
the possible use of SPTF funds. Normally direct dollar contributions to in

individual research institute would not exceed 25j of its regular buoet, but
the combination of these and SPTF local currency contributions via ID nay

exceed 25j for some LA institutes, offsetting lesser contributions to otner
CGIAR sponsored programs that AID has less interest in or that do not need
full AID support.

Approved:_

Disapproved:_

Date:



"ABLE 3

Ustitatcd Donor Support for

ztcrrnational Agricultural Research..

Donor 1974

Australia .Belgium.440

Cgnada 4.000 (includes .300 carrover from 197-)

Denmark .275 (includes .025,300 carryover :re

Ford Foundation 3.000 1973)

France
Germany 5.375 (includes .420 carryover fro1

IDRC (Canada) .910

IBRD 3:400 (includes .200 carryover ro

Japan .280 (?)
Kellogg Foundation .280

Netherlands .455

Norway .460

Rockefeller Foundaticn 3.100

Sweden 1.250 (?)

Switzerland .260

U.K. . 2.460

UNDP 1.550

U.S. 7.000
2/

Available 32.495
13/

Required - 32.825

As made available by the CO Secretariat on August 18, 1973.

2/ This amount may be increased somewhat by the November CG nCeting.

3/ This figure is still tenzativ- duc to uncertainty at this roint o

requirements !or a number of CG-funded activities such as MIAT, 1LRD,

ILCA, Genetic Resources Network and WARDA.

TA/AGR:S/21/73



October 19, 197-

ME10RAND UM

TO: TA/AGR, Dr. Omer J., Kelley

FROM: AA/TA, Curtis Farr ar

SUBJECT:Information Memorandum for the Administrator -

Consultative Group on International Agricultural

Research Meeting November 1-2, 1973

Since Sam Butterfield is away, I find myself answering his mail.

As the Administrator in this case is Mr. Parker, I doubt that

we want to send such a memorandum. It will be very hard to

follow for someone new to the job. An even longer memorandum

that is self-contained probably does not rate very high on

r. Parker's list of priorities, since there is nothing for him

t: do about the meeting.

;vuld it perhaps be best for us to wait until after the meeting,

and then prepare a summary report, being careful that it does

=ot depend on prior knowledge which Yr. Parker does not have,

and that it is not too long to command his attention amid the

ressure of other matters that require action.

c: AA/TA, Dr. Long



Appendix 2

September 21, 1973

ACTION MEMCsANDR4 FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR .

THRU: EXSEC

FROM: AA/TA, Joel Bernstein

Problem: To amend the established U.S. position, in the Consultative Group

on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR), on our financing of the

international agricultural research centers, so as to take account of the

evolution of program size and other factors.

Background

This is further to our discussions, prior to the August 3-5 meeting of the

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR), on how

best to maintain the momentum of expanding research support for LDC agricuiture

that is being built up tarough CGIAR efforts. if the pace ana direction are

maintained, the result will be major improvement in world food supply --

quantity and nutritional quality -- and in small farmer conditions.

use U.S. financing leverage to urge a stronger financing role for the MD.

The financial picture has changed and has been clarifiea some since then.

It now appears that --

-- As expected, adequate financing is in sight for CGIAR budget recuirements

for 1974, even with the IBRD at its proposed 10 financing level anc

even thought the total 1974 requirenents may be a little nigner than

estimated in June due to accelerated progress on the African lives:ock

centers. This good result is partly due to the expected availability

of about $1.4 million carryovers from 1973 budget funds.

-- 1975 requirements will also be a little above the earlier estimate.

possibly around Q42 million. This vculd require a jump of about

$10 million in financing from the prior year. Even if `D finances

25% of the total, there will be strorg pressure on the 13tD to expana

it's share beyond 10" as Mr. MAcsamara has publicly reiterated the

Bank's intention of seeing to it that lack of adequate funding does

not slow down an otherwise desirable program and it apears unlikely

that the Bank can raise the roughly !27-28 million that would be neeae

from non-AID, non-IBRD sources. I iBRD can raise the necessary funds,

so much the better. Meanohile the Bank is stressing the Key role that

the U.S. 25% pledge plays in raising the balance of funds needed from

other sources.
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-- The latest CGIAR estimate of 1977 requirements is $53 million, compared
to the $46-50 million that we estimated earlier.

-- There now is a prospect of supporting budgets of CGIAR financed centers

in Latin America (currently CIK.IYT, CIAT, IPC)with some of the recupera-

tions from loans of the IDB's Special Projects Trust Fund, which was

funded by AID. A cooperative LA/TAB effort i-s developing this prospect

as part of a wider effort to apply SPTF funds for support of agricultural

research in LA.

Given:

-- the oustanding progress being made by and great unrealized potential of

the CGIAR program, which is pursuing the "networking" concept with

increasing vigor and thereby linking together LDC and developed country

efforts;

-- the foregoing facts on expanding budget requirements and the likely

financing problems, requiring in any case an updating of the U.S.

position sustained to date on its support of CGIAR budget requirements; 
*

-- the apparent fact that the forthcoming U.S. support posture thus far,

embodied in the 25- support formula, has been a major factor in the

unexpectedly strong growth of support from other quarters and has given

us strong influence in the shaning of the CGIAR program to focus on the

highest DC pJr_-~ lui' QA -aC'eu= :,ocn u;P

small farmer problems);

-- the trend of events forcing the IBRD to take responsibility for obtaining

adequate total finance from its own contributions plus those of other

donors, and that our staying at 25% would help induce adequate response

from the others;

* The following U.S. position was stated at the organizing meeting of the CGIAR

in June 1971 and has been reaffirmed a number of times since. "AD is ure-

pared in principle to provide up to 25% of the additional capital and future

operating costs of the existing institutes and the two new institutes 'ron' osed

(up to a maximun total contribution of $7 million in any one year), pro-raer

that the remaining 75% is forthcoming from other sources. Specific pledges

would, of course. be for individual instiutes subject to our review and

approval of fully developed propose..s for each and to the provision by the

Congress of adequate funds. Tne U.S. is convinced that the success of existing

institutes has depended in large part on the effectiveness of the management

supplied by the Foundations and our pledge is based on the assumption that

additional institutes will be assured of management of comparable efficiency.

It was understood that the U.S. intended to finance 2% of the Center's regllar

budgets, subject to the stated caveats, and that we would re-examine 
the

$7 million ceiling when the evolution of the program made that a practical need.
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We recommend that AID adopt the following amended position on U.S. financing

of CGIAR programs. The position sustains the previous 25% formula, but raises

the overall cost ceiling from $7 million to $13 million to reflect the growth

of the program. It also includes within the overall cost calculation any use

of SPTF recuperations (LA local currencies) for support of regular Center

budgets that may eventuate. This would save on use of AID appropriations.

This position would be taken in the discussions with the IBRD amd major donors

on medium team financing requirements and prospects, between now and the CG

meeting November 1-2 and at that meeting. These discussions are already

underway.

Recommended Position

"AiD is prepared in principle to provide up to 25% of the core and capital

budget costs of the international institutes, up to a maximum total. of

$13 million in any one year, provided that the remaining 75, is forthcoming

from other sources. If it becomes possible to make Social Progress Trust

Fund repayments available for regular institute budgets through the Inter-

American Development Bank, these would be included in the total. Specific

pledges would continue to be for individual institutes, subject to our

review and approval of fully developed proposals for each and to the

provision by Congress of adequate funds. Our pledge continues to be based

on the assumption that the institutes will continue to be assured of manage-

Foundations.

The intent is that U.S. direct financing plus any indirect financing (SPTF

local currency via IDB) should not exceed 25% of the overall total, but that

the limit for individual centers should be aolied somewhat flexibly. This

is desirable to encourage maximum contributions from other sources, by proviaing

flexibility in shifting the proportion of U.S. contributions ampong the various

centers to balance special interests of other donors. It also accomodates

the possible use of SPTF funds. Normally direct dollar contributions to an

individual research institute would not exceed 25, of its regular budget, but

the combination of these and SPTF local currency contributions via IDB may

exceed 25 for some LA institutes, offsetting lesser contributions to other

CGIAR sponsored programs that AID has less interest in or that do not need

full AID support.

Approved: V5 g

Disapproved:

Date:- _ _ _

.7": 
r r-



September 21, 1973

Dr. Hannah:

We have clearances from the Asia and Supporting Assistance Bureaus. LA
and AFR both recognize the importance of this activity, but have expressed
partial reservations, in the attached memos. PPC shares our view of the
desirability of strong support for the World Bank's efforts and considers
that the increment of funding necessary is well within the margin of error
in our future funding. It is concerned, however, that you -nave an opportunity
to review the various questions that the regions have raised.

The first LA reservation was attended to subsequently by Herman Kleine's
reviewing and approving modifications of the references to SPTF funds to make
clear the uncertainty about their availability. Since then there have been
some encouraging new developments on this prospect.

The second LA. reservation is on timing of the decision. As you know, IBRD
has been pressing us since July to clarify our intentions, as they are
important in the Bank's private efforts over the next 5 or 6 weeks to
encourage other donors to be more forthcoming at the November 1 meeting.
Also they will influence the signals given to the Technical Advisory Committee
and at the November 1 GC meeting on prospects for moving ahead with new
initiatives. The initiative that the Bpnk is most hesitant about pushing
ahead with now, unless there is a stronger showing of support, is the African
livestock center, which AID has sought ever since you encouraged forward
movement on it at the Bellagio Group meeting in 1970. The posture being
developed between now and Nov. 1 by the CG members will affect the momentum
of the overall program for the next four or five years. Given these
considerations and the great importance of the CGIAR program in coping with
the medium and longer term world food problem as well as LDC development needs,
we should establish our position now rather than risk turning back the strong
forward momentum achieved thus far.

In response to the AFR concerns, we have dropped the reference to holding to
the ceiling "until such time as there is a need for re-examination, which
bothered AFR. However, it would be a mistake to say to the CG that we plan
to cut back our contribution after 1977, as AFR proposes, when we anticipate
(as do the other donors) that this will continue to be the most productive use
that we can make of agricultural support funds, when the CGIAR program by the
1980's may be 50% higher than 1977 if the anticipated successes occur, and
when other donors are providing 75% or more which is a fair share by any of the
usual criteria. Some are contributing more than the U.S. proportionate to their
resources. If and when we face situations of "force majeure" on appropriations,
our formula allows for suitable adjustment.

The difference between the $13 million ceiling proposed and the $11 million
preferred by AFR is not significant in terms of overall AID resources, but it
is significant in affecting the multi-year financial availability horizon that
the CG needs to establish now to determine what activities it can initiate in
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1974 with adequate prospect of covering their costs plus on-going programs for
the next several years. Moreover, there is a good prospect that the maximum
claim on AID appropriations will not exceed $11 million under the proposed
formula, and it could even be less, if the efforts to use SPTF reflows work
out (i.e., in this case we would be cutting below 25 in use of new U.S. money).
Re the AFR comment on incentives for the IBRD, our proposal already places
them under great pressure in carrying out what appears to be"a difficult task
of raising the other 75% at the contemplated program levels, but it also gives
them a lever to use on the others. Cutting our share is likely to be counter-
productive, causing a lowering of program sights rather than greater effort by
other donors.

cc: Mr. Kleine Joel Bernstein
Mr. MacDonald AA/TA
Mr. Brown
Mr. Nooter
Mr. Jonnes



September 21, 1973

ACTION _MCAEMU FOR THE AININISTRATOR

THRU yx-

FM AA/TA, Joel Bernstein

Problem: To amend the established U.S. position, in the Consultative Group
on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR), on our financing of the

international agricultural research enters, so as to take account of the
evolution of program size and other factors.

This is further to our discussions, prior to the August 3-5 meeting of the

Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR), on how

best to maintai the momentum of expanding research support for LDC agriculture

that is being built up through CGIAR efforts. If the pace and direction are

maintamned, the result will be major improvement in world food supply -

quantity and nutritional quality - and in all farmer conditions.

Our concern in July, reflected in your discussions with M. Mc~amara, was to

use U.S. financing leverage to urge a stronger financing role for the IBRD.

The financial picture has changed and has been clarified same since then.

It nov appears that -

-As expected, adequate financing is in sight for CGIAR budget requirements

for 1974, even with the IBED at its proposed 10% financing level and

-even thought the total 1974 requirements may be a little higher than

estimated in June due to acc erated progress on the African livestock
centers. This good result is partly due to the expected availability
of about $1.4 million carryovers from 1973 budget funds.

1975 requirements will also be a little above the earlier estimate,
possibly around $42 million, 'This would require a jump of about
$1.0 million in financing from the prior year. Even if AID finances
25% of the total, there will be strong pressure on the IBD to expnd
t's share beyond 10% as Mr. McNamara has publicly reiterated the

Bank's intention of seeing to it that lack of adequate funding does

not ai-down an otherwise desirable program and it appears unlikely
hai, the Bank can raise the roughly $27-28 million that would be needed

frai non-AID, non-IBRD sources. If IBE) can raise the necessary funds,
so nuch the better. Meanwilethe Bank is stressing the key role that
the U.S' 25% pledge plays in raising the balance of funds needed from
other sources.
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The latest CGIAR estimate of 1977 requirements is $53 million, compared
to the $46-50 million that we estimated earlier.

Thre now is a prospect of supporting budgets of CGIAR financed centers
in Latin America currently CIMMYT, CIAT, IPC with dom of the recupera-
tions fr loans of the IDB's Special Projects Trust ?umd, which was
funded by AID. A cooperative IA/TAB effort is developing this prospect
as part of a wider effort to apply SPTF funds for support of agricultural
research in IA.

Given:

the outstanding progress being made by and great unrealized potential of
the CGIAR program, which is pursuing the "networking* concept with
increasing vigor and thereby linking together IDC and developed country
efforts;

the foregoing facts on expanding budget requirements and the likely
financing problems, requiring in any case an updating of the U.S.
position sustained to date on its support of CGIAR budget2renirenents; *

the apparent fact that the forthcming U.S. support posture thus far,
embodied in the 25% support formula, has been a major factor in the
unerpectedly strong growth of support from other quarters and has given
uW strong influence in the shaping of the CGIAR program to focus on the

highest IDC priorities (increased production, better protein supply,
-small farmer problems);

- ti trend of events forcing the IBBD to take responsibility for obtaining
adequate total finance from its own contributions plus those of other
donors and that our staying at 25% would help induce adequate response
from the others;

The following U.S. position was staired at the organizing meeting of the
CGEAR in June 1971 and has been reaffirmed a number of times since. "AID
is prepared in principle to provide up to 25% of the additional capital
and future operating costs of the existing institutes and the two new
institutes propos ed (up to a mximum total contribution of $7 million in
any one year), provided that the remaining 75% is fortheoming :rom other
sources. Specific pledges would, of course, be forindividual institutes

iu v tto our review anda aproval of fully developed proposals for each
and to the provision Congress of adequate funds. The U.S. is convinced
that the succes of eating institutes has depended in large part on the
effectivemsea of the I magement Isupplied by the Frndations and our pledge
is based on the assumption that additional institutes will be assured of
anagement of comparable efficiencym

It was understood that the U.S. Intended to finance 25% of the Center's regular
budgets, subject to the stated caveats, and that we would re-examine the
$7 million ceiling when the evolution of the program made that a practical need.
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We reccnd that AIED adopt the following amended position on U.S. financing
of CGIAR programs. The position sustains the previaus 25% formula, but raises
the overall coat ceiling from $7 million to $13 m l'ion to reflect the growth
of the program. It also hincludes within the overall cost calculation any use
of spT recuperations (LA local currencies) for support of regular Center
budgets that may eventuate.' This would save on use of AID appropriations.

This position would be taken in the discussions with the IBRD and major donors
on medium team financing requirements and prospects, between now and the CG
meeting November 1-2 and at that meeting. These discussions are already
underway.

Becommended Position

"AID is prepered in principle to provide up to 25% of the core and capital
budget costa of the international institutes, up to a maximum total of
$13 mm ion in any one year, provided that the remining 75% is forthcoming
frm other sources. If it becomes possible to make Social Progress Tust
'und repmnts available for regular institute budgets through the Inter-

American Development Bank, these vould be included in the total. Specific
pledges iould continue to be for individual institutes, subject to our
review and approval of fully developed proposals for each and to the
provision by Congress of adequate funds. Our pledge continues to be based
on the assuzrption that the institutes will continue to be assured of manage-
Ment of comparable quality to that supplied in the past by the sponsoring
Ioumdations.

The intent is that U.S. direct financing plus any indirect financing (SPTF
local currency via IDB) should not exceed 25% of the overall total, but that
the limit for individual centers ifhould be applied somewhat flexibly. This
is desirable to encourage maeziji contributions from other sources, by providing
flexibility in Shifting the proportion of U.S. contributions among the various
centers to balance special interests of other donors. It also accomradates
the possible use of BPTF funds N orm&1aY direct dollar contributions to an
individual research institute would not exceed 25% of itsaregular budget, but
the combimtion of these and SPTF local currency contributions via IDB may
exceed 25% for some IA institutes, offsetting lesser contributions to other
CGIAR sponsored programs that AID has less interest in or that do not need
full AID support.

Approved:

Disapproved

Date:_______



September 20, 1973

MEMOPNUM

TO: AA/TA, Mr. Joel Bernstein

FROM: Donald S. Brown, Acting AA/AFR

SUBJECT: U.S. Contribution to International Agricultural Research Centers

We have reviewed carefully the proposal to increase U.S. support for the

International Agriculture Research Institutions to a maximum of $13 million.
We are also reviewing the proposed FY 74 and FY 75 TAB budget in terms of its

potential impact on Africa needs -- including support of the international
institutes - and I will be writing you separately on that.

We share your feeling about the value of these institutions and the tremendous

progress which has been made, both in their development and in the broadening
of international support for them. However, as we face the fact that there
are now several more institutions coming into being and that the budget

projections show rapidly rising costs, we must be concerned with the amount

of AID research that can be committed in advance, beyond FY 75. We are also
concerned that IBRD take a vigorous role in developing new sources of
financial support, including from among the better off LDC's which benefit

particularly from these research efforts (e.g. Philippines), as well as

increase its own contribution. We do not feel that a formula which continues

U.S. funding at 25% through the projected budget level of FY 77 will provide

a sufficiently strong incentive to the IBRD.

My clear preference, then would be that the U.S. communicate to the CGIAR
our willingness to finance 25% up to a ceiling of $1 million and that we
should inform the IBRD that this is based on our estimate of recuirements
through FY 75. We should request the IBRD to undertake, in the interim, to
develop a proposal for new funding arrangements for FY 76 and beyond. Our
position with the IBRD should not preclude a higher level of AID funding
after FY 75. But, it should make clear that with a rising level of costs

for .these institutions and a decline in the availability of AID grant funds,
more contributions from other sources must be found for the period beyond FY 75.

From my perspective, it would seem that the above position should provide the

necessary support for and continuity in the program of research that the CGIAR

is directing. It would provide the IBRD with a full year in which to study and
recommend new funding formulas. At the same time, it places more pressure on

the CGIAR to face up to this issue. And above all, it places a current
limitation on future commitments in AED more in line with the severity of our

actual and prospective funding situation.
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However, I am aware from my conversations with you that a negotiating position

of the sort indicated above might undercut the Bank's willingness to see the

CGIAR support the full range of institutions which are of interest to us rather

than to reinforce the Bank's willingness to seek additional funding. Only

someone closer to these negotiations than myself can make that judgment. It

may, there-'ore, be desirable to have a fallback position of the sort proposed

in your draft memorandum to the Administrator. However, I would clearly

prefer tha- this be a fallback rather than an original position. Further,

even as a fa11back position, it seems to me that there is need for a stronger

position than that given on Page 3 of your draft, i.e. that we adopt such an

amended position "until such time as there is a need for re-examination".

change in our formula at this time, with only that small restriction upon it,

seems to - to lay us open to continued expectations of increases in the

ceiling over time. Thus, if a $13 million ceiling fallback position is

adopted, would strongly urge that this be coupled with a statement to IBRD

and the CGAR that we anticipate that this will be the maxi mum level of

commitment, based on anticipated maximum institute costs in 1977 at a time

when institute budgets should begin to stabilize, and that after 1977 we

would ant-iziate a reduction in both percentage and volume of contributions -

and this should be fully understood and anticipated by the Bank and the CGIAR

at such time as we now announce a new position on financing.

T would hce that the draft memorandum to the Administrator might be revised

in reason-ble measure to reflect the above concerns.

cc: AA/ASIA - Mr. Donald G. MacDonald

ARA/A - Mr. Herman Kleine

AA/SA - Mr. Robert Nooter

AA/AFR - Dr. Samuel C. Adams

AFR/DS-Mr. Princeton Lyman

AFR/DP - Mr. Edward Hogan

AA/AFR/DS:DSBrown/PLYman:cpc



MEMDRANDUM September 18, 1973

TO AA/TA, Mr. Joel Bernstein

FROM AA/LA, Herman Kleine

SUBJECT: Financing of the International Agricultural
Research Centers

REF: Your Draft Action Memorandum for the Administrator
dated September 13, 1973

The $13 million figure includes an unspecified amount of
Social Progress Trust Fund reflows. As we discussed,
there is much coordinating yet to be done with the IDB,
the OMB, Treasury and others on the use of SPTF reflows.
Thus, it is premature to count on any of these funds to
meet an AID pledge to the CGIAR. It is my hope that it
will be possible to arrange.

Given the large increase that is called for in the proposal,
I suggest that final Agency decision be deferred on this
item until the Agency has reviewed the totality of require-
ments that are emerging for FY 1975. These reviews will
be occurring over the next weeks; thus, it should be
possible to get a decision in time for the November Con-
sultative Group meeting.

cc: AA/PPC, Mr. Birnbaum



DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

3/1/73

Note for Files

Subject: Setting Limit 7o Budgets of Inter-
national Centers

At 2/23/73 lunch with DeMiuh, JB askeq what IBRD
planning to do re recommencing ceilings for
financial support for individual Centers, per IBRD
paper on "Review Procedures" for flov. 1972 CG
meeting (excerpt attached . DeMuth gave impression
hadn't been thinking of dcing much in this year's
report and considered this a longer term endeavor.
Impression by end of conversation that IBRD would
pay more and earlier attenion to this question
kstarting reviews soon), uhich DeVuth recognized
as important need, and thai would see if could
identify proposed limits for at least some Centers
in this year's review repcrt. JB noted could argue
easier for Centers with more mature programs but
perhaps early action more importan for the newer
Centers.

Devuth also noted he'd been thinking thaz donor
financing pattern might evolve towards % shares.
Also that IBRD would move more readily to pick up
slack now that financing is from =A budget rather
than a charge to IBRD administrative budget, i.e.,
starting in 1973.

cc: Dr. Kelley
Dr. Baird

AA/TA :JBernstein

- - -



August sLatement to CG by
U. S. Representative

F

A Financial Framework

In respon!:e to the questions put to the Consultative Group members

by the IBRD paper on Agenda Item 4, the U. S. has the following views:

We favor the suggested approach in principle, and hope that the

CG can implement it as fully as possible.

AID is prepared to give tentative indication of levels of finance

that it is prepared to consider for the future, as suggested. in

this connection, our intent remains that given in our statement of

January 1971 to the Consultative Group, which I believe meets for the

time being the need to which the Agenda paper refers. The relevant

part of that statement was:

"A.I.D.'is prepared in principle to provide up to 25% of
the additional capital and future operating costs of the
existing institutes and the two new institutes proposed
(up to a maximum total contribution of $7 million in any
one year'), provided that the remaining 75% is forthccming
from other sources. Specific pledges would, of course, be
for individual institutes subject to our review and approval
of fully developed proposals for each and to the provision
by the Congress of adequate funds."

We' have put no time limit on this intent. If and when the $7 million

limit becomes inconsistent with our percentage approach modified by

the other caveats, we would be prepared to take another look at this

limit in the light of the situation then prevailing.

- In addition to the desirability of setting overall financial limits

for 3-5 y2ars ahead for total CG financing, AID suggests the desirability

of setting financial limits for the core budgets of the individual

centers, -subject to two kinds of adjustment: (1) allowance for rising
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costs of given activity levels; (2) occasional CG decisions, if

needed, to sponsor a broadened activity scope for a particular center.

This suggestion is consistent with views expressed by a number of

CG members during this week's meetings. We foresee a number of

advantages accruing from this practice.

. It should help to kecp the activityof each center adequately

focused on one. or a few major programs to achieve the critical

massing of effort needed for significant breakthroughs.

. It would also help the management of the centers to anticipate

correctly financial availabilities a number of years ahead, and

thus fagilitate efficient program and financial :lanning.

. Both of these effects should facilitate working :ut an appropriate

division of labor and avoidance of unnecessary d-.olications among

the Centers. As several have -noted, this becomes more important

as the Centers multiply.

. These several effects, in turn, would help the C- members and

the CG secretariat to relate forward planning on overall financial

availabilities to planning for financial support of the individual

centers -- existing or proposed.

We have omitted capital budgets from this suggestica on setting financL

limits 3-5 years ahead, because we believe that more flexibility is

desirable to make year to year adjustment in the approval of capital

expenditures. We do not mean to downplay in any way the importance

of forward planning and budget estimating for capital expenditures.
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No dcubht there are a number of feasible procedures to implement

the suggestion that limits be established for the core budgets

of the individual centers, if the CG agreed on the desirability

of doing so. One method that would appeal to us would be to

ask the IBRD to accept responsibility for proposing a suitable

set of core budget limits to the CG for its consideration, with

the understanding that the Bank would

. request proposals from the Centers,

. seek TAC views on them, and

, put together a package that it thought suitable in the light

of these recommendations, the likely overall availability of

financial resources, and any other relevant considerations,

i This would logically be included within the type of budget presentatior

suggested by Mr. Bell this morning, which seems to have wide

support in the CG.

Mr. Chairman, could the Bank prepare some procedural proposals

along the lines that we have suggested, or suitable alternatives,

for consideration by the CG at its next meeting?



Lzxcerpt from IBRD paper for Agenda Item 9, "Review Procedures", for
the Nov. 1-2 meeting of the Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Researcg

zeports of this kind can considerably advance the common interests of
the centers and the Consultative Group. Evidently it will considerably
acilitate the consideration of financial requirements by members of
.he Group. It will help give effect to Group concerns about cost
effectiveness, and should considerably enhance the value of budgeting

s an instrument of medium-term as well as annual planning for both
Group and centers.

-he report should help provide the foundation for two other pieces of
ork desired by members of the Group: the establisihment of a notional

ceiling of financial support for each center over a period of years,
subject to adjustments for rising prices and for the cost of additional
activities undertaken with the endorsement of the Consulta:ive Group;
and the presentation to the Consultative Group, each year, of an over-all
analysis of combined center budgets, together with an analysis of
inancial implications for future years.


